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8-1/2’ Framed BallStopper®
(self-standing)
The all-aluminum, individual framed units allow for
endless configurations to run drills and maximize
flexibility of system.
See page 60 for details.

Endzone Platform
This custom designed and fabricated endzone
platform system accomodates 60 premium ticket
holder seats at Lincoln Financial Field, Home of the
Philadelphia Eagles. This luxurious, prime seating is
looking to be the new trend in NFL stadiums.
See page 56 for details.
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Portable Lacrosse Backstop Bleacher Scorer’s Table
Don’t let powerful shots on goal injure people or
cause property damage. This portable unit is easily
set up behind the goal to help minimize dangers.
See page 47 for details.

There can’t be any easier way to create an out-ofthe-way scorer’s table with a perfect field view
than setting up this unit. Just clamp it onto any
existing bleacher plank and you’re ready to go.
See page 54 for details.

Portable Quarterback
Station

Portable Sideline Shelter

This self-contained mobile unit provides your
quarterbacks instant target practice wherever they
want.
See page 38 for details.

A product your players will be sure to love. This
semi-permanent, all-weather team shelter will
protect your beloved athletes from the elements
of inclement weather. And guess what, it’ll protect
coach too!
See page 54 for details.

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

New & Custom Products

Cable Design Baseball
Backstop Netting

Scoreboard Netting System Futsal Goal

Utilize existing posts/poles to create a custom
backtop for your new or existing field.
See page 42 for details.

A netting system designed to protect your outfield
scoreboard from ball impact. Netting is easily
attached, raised and lowered for ease of use.
See page 43 for details.

Want to offer an exciting new sport at your school?
Then Futsal might be just what you’re looking for...
whether indoors or outside.
See page 28 for details.

Portable Outfield Fence

Surface & Field Savers

Curtain BallStopper®

Use for temporary fields or baseball/softball fields
without any fencing. Then re-purpose it for your
next event’s crowd control.
See page 45 for details.

It’s important to protect your track and/or field
investment and these covers fit the bill. Available
in solid and mesh in a variety of colors & sizes...
customizable with your school/team logo.
See pages 25 and 43 for details.

This innovative, two-post design not only minimizes
impact on turf installation by requiring only two
ground sleeves, but also makes opening and closing
the net as easy as sliding a curtain.
See page 59 for details.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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The world’s first aluminum rocker hurdle, invented
by company founder John Marzucco in 1949 and
patented in 1952, is what started it all. But that was
just the beginning for AAE. We soon expanded our
line of track and field equipment and pride ourselves
as the “best in the business” from our high quality,
customization and branding to our customer service.
We understand track & field events inside and out.
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Track Hurdles
AAE Extended

20-Year
Limited Warranty

HSAH

HSAH-III

High School Rocker Hurdle
 Exclusive! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)







Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor®
resins, recessed stainless steel hardware,
redesigned push-button notches for smoother
height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded end
caps and self-adjusting weights
Push-button height adjustment to
30”/33”/36”/39”/42”
Dual cross support bars
Standard Lexan board including FREE* custom
silkscreen
Meets all NFHS specifications

HSAH

$120

XLAH-HS

Welded Single Bar
High School Rocker Hurdle
 Exclusive! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)







Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor®
resins, recessed stainless steel hardware,
redesigned push-button notches for smoother
height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded
end caps and self-adjusting weights
Push-button height adjustment to
30”/33”/36”/39”/42”
Quad-welded, single bottom bar with reinforced
gussets
Standard Lexan board including FREE*
custom silkscreen
Meets all NFHS specifications

HSAH-III

Hurdle Carts
 Speeds up event time and ideal for storage
 LHC-41 model holds ten 90°/16 rocker hurdles
 Expanded LHC-41/20 model holds twenty 90° or
32 rocker hurdles

LHC-41
LHC-41/20

$1,100
$1,950
AAE is the only
manufacturer with the
technology for UVSP Risers
- both a material upgrade
that is more durable & a
form redesign that
out-performs any
aluminum tubes.

$160

Lane Hurdle Dolly
 Economical design for XLAH hurdles only
 Aluminum channel, welded into u-frame
 Four swivel casters with total wheel lock
 Stack up to 10 XLAH or XLAH-II Hurdles
LHD-XLAH

XLAH-CP

High School 90° Hurdle
 Exclusive! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)







Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor®
resins, recessed stainless steel hardware,
redesigned push-button notches for smoother
height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded end
caps and self-adjusting weights
Push-button height adjustment to
30”/33”/36”/39”/42” - XLAH-CP heights
modified to 24”/27”/30”/33”/36”
Flat base, stabilizer bar and reinforced post
welded into world’s strongest 3-way hurdle frame
Double-web Lexan board including FREE*
custom silkscreen
Meets all NFHS specifications

XLAH-HS
XLAH-CP

$180
$180

All-Purpose Carriers
 All-aluminum deck has a fluted, non-slip surface &
holds up to 36 XLAHs securely

 Four 12” heavy-duty pneumatic wheel casters
$425

Exclusive dome
welded end caps come
standard on all AAE
hurdles. Superior to
typical plastic ones that
scatter on the track and
never get replaced.

AC-12A (6’ x 12’)
AC-10A (5’ x 10’)
AC-8A (4’ x 8’)

$2,950
$2,400
$2,100
Self-adjusting weights
are intended to keep
the hurdle safely in its
own lane when spilled
while meeting pull-over
requirements at all
heights.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Track Hurdles
AAE Extended

20-Year
Limited Warranty

XLAH

XLAH-47

International/College 90° Hurdle
 Exclusive! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)







Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor®
resins, recessed stainless steel hardware,
redesigned push-button notches for smoother
height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded
end caps
Push-button height adjustment to
30”/33”/36”/39”/42”
Flat base, stabilizer bar and reinforced post
welded into world’s strongest 3-way hurdle
frame
Moveable weights match hurdle height for
consistent pull-over resistance
Double-web Lexan board including FREE*
custom silkscreen - standard 42”, but also
available in 47” for wider lanes

 Meets all IAAF®, NCAA®, USATF ® and NFHS
specifications

XLAH
XLAH-47 (47” wide board)

XLAH-II

College 90° Hurdle
 Exclusive! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)








Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor®
resins, recessed stainless steel hardware,
redesigned push-button notches for smoother
height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded
end caps
Push-button height adjustment to
30”/33”/36”/39”/42”
Flat base, stabilizer bar and reinforced post
welded into world’s strongest 3-way hurdle
frame
Fixed weights
Double-web Lexan board including FREE*
custom silkscreen - standard 42”, but also available
in 47” for wider lanes
Meets all NCAA and NFHS specifications

XLAH-II
XLAH-II-47 (47” wide board)

$190
$210

$225
$255

XLAH-II-47

Customizing your AAE hurdles is as
easy as 1-2-3 (and it’s FREE*):
1. Choose your riser and stripe colors.
All AAE hurdles include riser (AKA tube) and stripe
colors of your choice. Simply use the color chart
below to select one for each - they don’t even have
to match. You can select two different tube colors
at no additional charge.
2. Pick your silkscreen color.
A one-color silkscreen of your school name or
nickname is included with all official AAE hurdles.
See color chart below. Once your custom silkscreen
is added to our library of over 7,500 silkscreens, it
will be available for future imprinting on hurdle
boards or other customizable products at no
additional charge.
3. Upgrade with custom artwork.
Add your school logo or mascot logo onto the
hurdle boards for a nominal one-time setup fee.
Two-color and three-color imprinting is also
available for an extra fee.

COLOR CHART
WHITE

CAROLINA
BLUE

MEDIUM
BLUE

NAVY
BLUE

PURPLE

LIGHT
GREEN

DARK
GREEN

BRIGHT
ORANGE

RED

MAROON

YELLOW

TEXAS
BROWN

BROWN

BLACK

SILVER

GOLD

Colors shown here are as accurate as printing allows and may appear
brighter when seen outdoors. * For minimum quantities only - orders
less than minimum may incur additional charges.

The flat-bottomed base
effectively “anchors” the
hurdle to the track, which
helps prevent it from
moving into neighboring
lanes. Runners on either
side of a spilled hurdle are
protected.
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EXCLUSIVE! Retro Riser Kit
 New interior webbing at key interior


points that make them even stronger
than aluminum
Smoother raising and lowering of
hurdle risers when adjusting to
different hurdling heights
Exclusive GE Lexan®
II is an added feature
on every 90° hurdle.
Reinforced double-web
design absorbs and
distributes the force of
high impacts.

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

 Colorfast material is fade-resistant
 Featuring OmniColor® resins, custom match
school or team colors* beyond standard
sixteen colors

RRK

$30/kit
By adding extra metal
along key stress areas,
every AAE hurdle tube
is reinforced where it
counts without adding
unnecessary bulk or cost.

Specialty Hurdles
AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

Portable Adjustable Steeplechase
Hurdles
 All-white (camouflages spike marks) 1” thick







Exclusive pivot design
allows each post to
be raised and lowered
independently.

Crossbar features an allaluminum and Nuron™
construction - more
durable to spike abuse.

Innovative handle design
engages and dis-engages
rollaway wheels for easy
moving and storage.

Nuron™ layer encases a 3” x 4” structural aluminum
extrusion, which receives a primer coat and a hard
enamel finish coat
Adjustable to both 30” and 36” heights, exclusive
pivot device makes it possible for just one person
to raise and lower crossbar
Bottom bar locks the braced legs together to
stabilize and secure under the hardest use
Thru bolts permanently attach crossbar rather
than lag bolts, which can loosen over time
Sets of four include: one 5-meter-wide hurdle
and three 4-meter-wide hurdles
Silkscreening available
All stainless steel, 1/4” frame and 8” semipneumatic Rollaway Steeplechase Wheels
also available

PSH-4A (set of 4)
PSH-1A (one only)
RW-PSH (rollaway wheels)

Adjustable Water Jump Hurdle
 Heavy-wall 4” sq. aluminum posts inserted






AAE
AAE
Extended
Extended

10-Year
10-Year
Limited

into ground sleeves
Aluminum safety barrier included
All-white crossbar fabricated of 1” thick Nuron™
layer encases a 3” x 4” structural aluminum
extrusion - silkscreening available
Exclusive pivot post makes it possible for just
one person to raise and lower the crossbar to
the 30” and 36” heights
Thru bolts attach crossbar to frame
Ground sleeves and caps included

WJH-2XA
WJH-FS (use only with WJFS)

$7,950
$2,295
$425

Limited
Warranty
Warranty

$3,350
$3,700

AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

Portable Adjustable Water Jump
Hurdle
 Heavy-wall 4” sq. aluminum arc-welded frame





withstands significant stress
Aluminum safety barrier included
All-white crossbar fabricated of 1” thick Nuron™
layer encases a 3” x 4” structural aluminum
extrusion - silkscreening available
Exclusive pivot posts can be raised or lowered
independently to 30” and 36” heights
Thru bolts attach crossbar to frame

PWJH-2XA

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$3,350
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Track Curbing
Outdoor Curbing
 Structural aluminum tubing is pre-bent to




reduce stress on track surface
Installation only requires from 12 to 24 holes
in your track surface, while other systems
require literally hundreds of holes to be drilled
to keep curb sections in place under tension
Interlocking joints between 20’ sections are
precision machined for a snug fit requiring no
hardware connectors - allows expansion and
contraction for stability under all conditions
Welded aluminum drain pads raise curb 1/2”
off the track surface and allow water and debris to
run off freely

3AC (silver mill finish)
$11/linear foot
3AC-S (silver anodized finish) $14/linear foot

Pre-bent radius sections don’t stress
expensive synthetic track surfaces.
Self-fitting interlocking joints allow
for expansion without buckling.

Built-in drain pads raise
i curb
b for
instant water drainage.
AAE
Extended

Indoor Curbing
 Features needle spikes rather than positioning



posts to keep it in place, so there’s no need for
drilling holes for installation
More economical choice because drain pads
aren’t required indoors (see inset photo on right)
Units come in approximate 10’ lengths

4AC (silver mill finish)
$10/linear foot
4AC-S (silver anodized finish) $13/linear foot

Curbing Cart
 Makes set-up & removal
of curbing a breeze

 Heavy welded aluminum
frame construction with
pneumatic tires

ACC

$800

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

AAE Track Curbing is elegant in concept, simple to install and built for permanence. There is no other
track curbing like it in the world.

The Track Curbing preferred by more schools, colleges and universities.
AAE was the first to introduce aluminum track curbing, way back in 1959.
Since then, we’ve been imitated, but never duplicated. Maybe that’s why so
many schools and universities look to AAE for curbing that will last a lifetime.
Required by NCAA and IAAF, and recommended by the National Federation of
High Schools, our aluminum curbing is preferred for several important reasons.
4AC sits flush
h on track
instead of being
First, curved sections are pre-bent to fit your track, and stay perfectly aligned,
unlike synthetic curbing that tends to “snake out”. Drain pads lift the curb 1/2” raised by drain pads
off the track surface for immediate drainage of water and debris, even in the heaviest rains. Our exclusive
center-post mounting system greatly reduces installation labor. Plus, you can accommodate special
activities by easily moving any curb section to suit your purposes.

Rotating Track Gates
 Reduces traffic on the inside three lanes and





lessens wear-and-tear on track surface
Made with structural aluminum beams
welded to a round vertical post that slips into
an aluminum ground sleeve
Specially designed base has four notches that
affix the gate in an open or closed position, so
it will not swivel
RTGL model adds a locking feature with a
combination lock, so that only authorized
personnel may rotate gates
Gate extensions, which restrict additional
lanes, are also available

RTGL-4 (with locks, set of 4)
RTGL (with lock, one only)
RTG-4 (without locks, set of 4)
RTG (without lock, one only)
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$4,650
$1,200
$4,050
$1,050

AAE
Extended

Our RTGL model features a
convenient locking mechanism,
which prevents unauthorized
individuals from rotating gates.

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

20-Year
Limited
Warranty

Pole Vault & High Jump Standards
AAE
Extended

AAE
Extended

AAE
Extended

10-Year

15-Year

10-Year

Limited
Warranty

Limited
Warranty

Limited
Warranty

Premier Pole Vault Standards
 Aerospace aluminum frame won’t bend - even

Mega High Jump Standard
 Custom built aluminum outer tube permits inner

Regulation High Jump Standard
 Low-profile base supports a 2” box-end

 NCAA/IAAF designed for 7’ to 21’ vaults
 HSX adjusts from 7’ to 19’
 Low-profile base with hi-performance rubber

 All heights marked English and metric scale
 Crossbar pad easily adjusts from 3’ to 9’
 Sturdy, low-profile base
 Rollaway wheels simplify moving and storage

 Marked in English units from 4’ to 7’ 6” and

when fully extended





wheels for effortless adjustments
Includes two aluminum runway frames (ARF-52)
to help ensure proper standard location
Heavy duty telescoping upright easily adjusts
to clearly marked English and metric units
High visibility yellow offset arm with multiheight pins for all levels

PVS-HSX (7’ to 19’)
PVS-NCAA (7’ to 21’)
PVS-IAAF (7’ to 21’)
ARF-52 (fits all models)

$2,350/pr.
$2,450/pr.
$2,450/pr.
$375/pr.

AAE supplies anchoring hardware for securing
standards to concrete pads - required by rule. For
natural or synthetic turf installations, anchoring
hardware is supplied at no charge.

tube/pad assembly to travel freely

MJS (3’ to 9’)

$1,250/pr.

Pole Vault
Standard Pads
 Attaches to standard




for 72” of added safety
Premium foam encased
in double-coated vinyl
High visibility yellow
Heavy-duty, synthetic
buckle straps in five
locations keep it in place

PVS-PAD

aluminum upright

adjustable to even lower levels

 Meets requirements for competition at all

levels, international to lowest scholastic level

 Rollaway wheels make moving easy
RJS (4’ to 7’6”)

$650/pr.

Pole Vault & High Jump Crossbars
 Fiberglass shafts with synthetic shock-absorbing
plugs on ends for longer life

 Exclusive vinyl end-covers provide anchor

points to hold bar secure even in stiff winds

XG5 (14’ 10”)
XG4 (13’ 1-1/2”)
XG4/5 (set of four - 2 XG4 & 2 XG5)

$94
$92
$300/set

$595/pr.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Pole Vault Pads & Accessories
AAE is the only
company that
includes Super Side
Pads with every
Pole Vault Landing
Pad purchase!

BLUE

RED

GREEN

ORANGE

YELLOW

NAVY BLUE

MAROON

SPV-32XXL-DF Model Shown

Every AAE Pole Vault Landing Pad features: “White Caution Zone” to assist vaulters of all levels with visually identifying their landing positions prior to impact;
“Color ID” - modular units are only ready for use when color competition top is visible (otherwise units are gray); all seams on vinyl-coated mesh tops are
welded & quad-stitched for maximum strength; all skirts are 18 oz. double knife-coated vinyl; box-tacked buckling system with military-spec velcro; heavy duty
canvas handles; military-spec hardware components; heavy 22 oz. double knife-coated vinyl encasement bottoms.

SPV-30XL
 3 Base Units (each 30” x 7’ 2” x 13’)
 2 Front Units (each 30”- 18” x 6’ 6” x 8’ 3”)
 2 Front Units (each 18” x 4’ 6” x 9’ 7”)
 1 Skirted Breather Cover (21’ 6” x 24’)
 2 PVB-32XL Side Pads
 Overall size: 30” x 21’ 6” x 24’
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)

SPV-32XL
 3 Base Units (each 30” x 7’ 2” x 13’)
 2 Front Units (each 30”- 18” x 6’ 6” x 8’ 3”)
 2 Front Units (each 18” x 4’ 6” x 9’ 7”)
 1 Skirted Top Pad (2” x 21’ 6” x 24’)
 2 PVB-32XL Side Pads
 Overall size: 32” x 21’ 6” x 24’
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)

SPV-30XL
SPV-30XL-DF (double front)
SWC-30XL Weather Cover

SPV-32XL
SPV-32XL-DF (double front)
SWC-32XL Weather Cover

$16,750
call for pricing
$1,450

Altius Vaulting Poles
 Quickly becoming a favorite among vaulters due to



performance and affordability
Fiberglass shaft - provides smooth, consistent bend
at lengths 10’ to 14’9” (specify weight)
Carbon shaft - lighter carry weight & faster runway
speeds at lengths 12’ 4” to 16’5” (specify weight)

A (fiberglass models 100-149)
AC (carbon models 124-165)

$289 - $440
$375 - $615

visit AAEsports.com or call for more details on
poles, pole trees and other accessories
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$17,950
call for pricing
$1,450

AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

SPV-32XXL
 3 Base Units (each 30” x 7’ 2” x 13’)
 2 Front Units (each 30”- 18” x 6’ 6” x 8’ 3”)
 2 Front Units (each 18” x 4’ 6” x 9’ 7”)
 2 Front Units (each 18” x 3’ x 8’ 10”)
 1 Skirted Top Pad (2” x 21’ 6” x 27’)
 2 PVB-32XL Side Pads
 Overall size: 32” x 21’ 6” x 27’
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)
SPV-32XXL
$19,950
SPV-32XXL-DF (double front) call for pricing
SWC-32XXL Weather Cover
$1,650

PVP-216-24 Model Shown

Pole Vault Platforms
 Provides a permanent year-round storage area
that elevates pad from mud and moisture

 Easily moveable sections make setup and

breakdown a simple task - 12 for PVP216-24
model and 14 for PVP216-27 model

PVP216-24 (21’6” x 24’)
PVP216-27 (21’6” x 27’)

$8,900
$9,900

Vault Box Safety Collars
 Additional safety measure around vault box
 Designed, manufactured, and tested to conform to


ASTM F2949-12 & F1292-09 standards as required
by the NCAA and NFHS
Sold exclusively for AAE Pole Vault Pads

VBC-S (use with AAE X/XL/XXL pads only) $650
$650
VBC-L (use with AAE SX pads only)

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

High Jump Pads & Accessories

BLUE

IAP-28 Model Shown

RED

GREEN

ORANGE

YELLOW

NAVY BLUE

AAE High Jump Landing Pads are designed with athlete safety in mind and feature: “Color ID” - modular units are only ready for use when color competition
top is visible (otherwise units are gray); vinyl-coated mesh tops attach to full 18 oz. double knife-coated vinyl skirts; box-tacked buckling system with militaryspec velcro; heavy duty canvas handles; military-spec hardware components; heavy 22 oz. double knife-coated vinyl encasement bottoms.

IAP-26/IAP-28
 1 Center Unit (26” x 6’ x 10’)
 2 Side Units (each 26” x 6’ x 10’ w/cutout)
 1 Skirted Breather Cover (10’ x 18’) for IAP-26
 1 Skirted Top Pad (2” x 10’ x 18’) for IAP-28
 Overall size: 26”/28” x 10’ x 18’
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)

SHJ-26XL/SHJ-28XL
 2 Center Units (each 26” x 6’ x 12’)
 2 Side Units (each 26” x 6’ x 11’)
 1 Skirted Breather Cover (12’ x 24’) for 26XL
 1 Skirted Top Pad (2” x 12’ x 24’) for 28XL
 Overall size: 26”/28” x12’ x 24’
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)

IAP-26
IAP-28
IWC-26 Weather Cover
IWC-28 Weather Cover

SHJ-26XL
SHJ-28XL
SWC-26XL Weather Cover
SWC-28XL Weather Cover

$6,295
$6,695
$795
$795

$8,450
$9,250
$1,095
$1,095

MAROON

AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

SAP-25/SAP-27
 3 Base Units (each 25” x 5’ 6” x 8’)
 1 Skirted Breather Cover (8’ x 16’ 6”) for SAP-25
 1 Skirted Top Pad (2” x 8’ x 16’ 6”) for SAP-27
 Overall size: 25”/27” x 8’ x 16’ 6”
 Optional Weather Covers (standard gray)
SAP-25
SAP-27
SWC-25 Weather Cover
SWC-27 Weather Cover

$4,450
$4,850
$695
$695

HJP10-18X Model Shown

High Jump Platforms
 Elevates and protects your high jump landing
pad from the elements

 Four (4) easily moveable sections make setup
and breakdown a simple task

HJP8-166 (8’ x 16’6”)
HJP10-18X (10’ x 18’ w/cutout)
HJP12-24X (12’ x 24’ w/cutout)

$2,950
$3,200
$4,900

High Jump Base Pads
 Protect athletes from hitting standard base
 Fabricated of 4” thick foam contained
 Double knife-coated vinyl cover
 Designed for use with AAE High Jump Standards
HJBP

$495/pr.

All-Purpose Carriers
 Reduces wear and tear on valuable equipment
 AC-S models feature removable side rails
AC-12A (6’ x 12’)
AC-10A (5’ x 10’)
AC-8A (4’ x 8’)
AC-10AS (5’ x 10’ with side rails)
AC-8AS (4’ x 8’ with side rails)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$2,950
$2,400
$2,100
$3,100
$2,700
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Permanent Cages

HSDC Model Shown

Discus Cages
 All-aluminum 4” dia. posts feature offset design to prevent discus ricochet
 Weather-treated nylon main safety net, 340 psi strength, can be set up and





taken down with a simple pulley system
Optional backup net available to keep onlookers at a safer distance from main
safety net
HS model: (6) posts are used to hoist main safety net 14’ x 54’; backup net
7’ x 61’
College model: (8) posts are used to hoist main safety net 20’ x 63’; backup net
8’ x 92’
International model: (7) posts are used to hoist main safety net 14’ x 63’;
backup net 7’ x 70’

HSDC (HS)
BN-HSDC (backup net)
CDC (NCAA)
BN-CDC (backup net)
IDC (IAAF)
BN-IDC (backup net)

$3,650
$725
$4,500
$825
$3,900
$800

Swivel
Gate
Extension

CDC Model Shown w/
Optional Backup Net

Existing
end post

HSDC-SGE Model Shown

Discus Cages Swivel Gate Extensions
 Offers more protection for any previously purchased AAE Discus Cage by
securing gate frame and attaching additional net

 Structural aluminum frame easily attached to existing end posts with
specially designed swivel adapter

HSDC-SGE (set of two)
HSDC-SGE/1 (one only)
CDC-SGE (set of two)
CDC-SGE/1 (one only)
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$1,950
$1,250
$2,450
$1,550

CHDC-RH Model Shown

Hammer-Discus Cages
 CHDC model cages meet NCAA rule specifications and IHDC model cages meet

IAAF rule specifications, NCAA Recommended Height (RH) model cages meet
both NCAA and IAAF
 Aluminum posts have 36” cantilevered offset to secure main safety net, on
inside of cage, reducing chance of implements striking framework
 Gate’s frame structure features 3/8” thick rubber surface on the complete inside
face helping reduce damage to the framework
 Exclusive double-ply net made with 2-1/2” square #820 knotless nylon
featuring 800 psi strength used on both the main net and gate nets
 Optional backup net available to be installed outside cage to keep people away
from potential “danger zone” near main safety net
 Swinging gates give flexibility of narrowing throwing area for hammer event
and meets NCAA rule specifications- accommodates right-handed or lefthanded throwers
 Hammer Gate Wheel Locks anchor left, right or both gates in position to avoid
accidental movement
 Special “cable-frame” design on outer vertical gate edge to eliminate the
framework in the area most frequently struck
NCAA Recommended Height (RH) models only:
 Reflects a recommendation by the 2010-2011 NCAA Rules Committee to achieve
a recommended minimum height of 8 meters (26’-3”), which our RH models
exceeds with a main net at 9.14 meters high (30’) and swivel gates at 10.05
meters high (33’); legal for NCAA/IAAF throws events
CHDC (NCAA)
BN-CHDC (backup net)
CHDC-DUAL (NCAA - dual pad)
BN-CHDC-DUAL (backup net)
CHDC-RH (NCAA/IAAF - single pad)
BN-CHDC-RH (backup net)
CHDC-DUAL-RH (NCAA/IAAF - dual pad)
BN-CHDC-DUAL-RH (backup net)
IHDC (IAAF)
BN-IHDC (backup net)
IHDC-DUAL (IAAF - dual pad)
BN-IHDC-DUAL (backup net)
HDC-GL (gate lock)

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$21,500
$1,635
$23,500
$1,780
$28,350
$1,635
$31,495
$1,780
$23,150
$1,635
$25,550
$1,780
$595

Portable Cages
Portable Discus Cages
 All-aluminum 4” diameter posts 14’/17’ high with


HSDC-P




3’ offset meets stringent NFHS & NCAA rules and
regulations
Precisely angled brackets, combined with exact
length support braces, allow for a repeatable cage
assembly - adds stability and eliminates human
error
Offset eye-bolts secure bottom of net to base
Main net and backup nets are included

HSDC-P (HS)
CDC-P (NCAA)

$8,850
$12,150

Premier Outdoor Throwing Platform
 Versatile outdoor platform designed to be used

POP

Completely welded base
support (no caps) with
internal weight stability.



Reinforced support bracing
keeps the portable frame
rigid under normal use.

in conjunction with our Portable Discus Cage
for discus events only
Two identical panels, with recessed handles
for lifting, strap together during use
Each panel features a three-layer construction:
a structural aluminum inner core; a 1” thick
plywood surface with DuraThrow™ coating; and a
synthetic rubber top for minimal friction

POP

$5,500

Portable Indoor Weight Cage
 Designed to maintain a constant protective height






of 12’ (custom heights also available)
Constructed of completely welded 4” sq. heavywall aluminum frames
Heavy-gauge, double-ply HTPP knotless netting
attaches to a seamless welded bar weave
Includes RW-PIC-35 Outrigger-style Wheels that
keep cage raised permanently (1-1/2” off ground)
to facilitate everyday moving, includes set of five
wheels
Optional hinged gates available to adjust cage for
left or right-handed throwers; Meets 2011-2012
NCAA Rule
Cage can also be used for the Shot Put Event

PIC-35 (cage & wheels only)
$13,650
$17,350
PIC-35-PKG (cage, gates & wheels)
$5,795/pr.
PIC-35-GATES (gates only)
$995
RW-PIC-35 (wheel upgrade, set of 5)

PIP
PIC-35-PKG

Premier Indoor Throwing Platform
 Versatile, top-quality platform for indoor shot
Custom fabricated
cage (4’ added
height and 7’ 6”
added depth)
shown at Kansas
State University.
Call for details and
pricing.




put or weight throwing events
Two identical panels that are strapped together
during use
Each panel features a three-layer construction:
a structural aluminum inner core; a 1” thick
plywood surface with DuraThrow™ coating; and a

Shown with Optional
Outrigger Wheel Upgrade

synthetic rubber top for minimal friction

 1/4” thick rubber pads on bottom of each panel
protects flooring and prevents movement

 Four recessed handles on each panel for lifting
PIP (includes one STBC)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$4,450
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Throwing Event Accessories

ShotStopper System - 28” High
 Designed as a protective barrier for the shot event,






allowing spectators to corral in stadium fashion
Panels easily cross over for use behind goals in field
hockey venues
Standard panels measure 2”D x 28”H x 14’L
All-aluminum, welded design has been optimized
for both stability and durability
Panels share aluminum bases with welded hinge
pins
Padding can be customize with silkscreen at
additional cost

SS-70/28 (5 panels)
SS-42/28 (3 panels)

Shot Return Systems
 Creates designated area for participants to retrieve




their shot implement rather than walking out into
a danger zone
Constructed of 4” sq. vertical aluminum supports
with welded mounting brackets/bases
Custom return channel tapers from a 30” height
down to ground level then brings the shot back up
via a 9’ slowing ramp
Pick-up area has rubber-backed stop plate

SRS-50 (50’ HS model)
SRS-70 (70’ NCAA model)

ShotStopper
 Manufactured from pre-bent 2” x 5” structural


aluminum tubes
Bonded 1/4” synthetic surface to cushion and
protect implements

SS-60 (three 20’ sections)
SS-40 (two 20’ sections)

$1,450
$1,100

$1,800
$2,100

$4,095
$2,950

AJC Model Shown

Chalk Stand
 Conveniently store sports chalk near the throwing

Laser Throw Sector Finder
 Pinpoint and record implement landings with









fields during practice and competition
Fabricated of 1-3/4” dia. x .125” wall x 54” overall
height aluminum post with 1/4” thick welded
mounting plate
Weighted steel base features tilt and roll wheels
for maximum mobility
Acrylic bin - 16” diameter with 6” diameter hand
hole - slowly pivots on the aluminum cradle to
best angle for individual athletes to reach in
Hinged wind blocker stays put whether open or
closed - customize with your school logo

CS-B





ultimate precision
Laser Alignment Base Unit features an aluminum
base with leveling pads; welded to precisely 34.92
deg.
Two laser units with levels in canvas storage bags
Laser Alignment Markers have reflective tape to
increase laser visibility in sunlight
Carrying Case fits all LTSF kit components in its
eggcrate-style foam lining to protect equipment

LTSF

Aluminum Implement Carts
 Rugged, lightweight welded aluminum frame
 Unique poly-top cushions implements and keeps
them securely in place

 Front swivel semi-pneumatic wheel casters
AMC (javelin/shot/discus)
AJC (javelin only)
ADC (discus only)
ASC (shot only)

$1,025
$1,025
$1,025
$1,025

$595

$795

AMC Model Shown
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Throwing Equipment
PRODUCT
Brass Shot

DESCRIPTION
 Brass turned on CNC lathe

Stainless Steel Shot

 Stainless steel turned on CNC lathe

Cast Iron Shot

 Solid cast iron, rough cast surface
 Made to exact weight and specification

Steelcase Shot

 Machine-turned solid steel shell filled with lead to exact

Hard Shell Plastic Shot

 Use for practice or indoor competitions since polypropylene

Soft Shell Indoor Shot

 Specially formulated vinyl with 100 times the flex strength
of PVC
 Provides scuff-proof, soft landings on indoor floors - sticks
where it lands
 Shell filled with small lead pellets to exact specified weight
 AAE will donate $25 to JDRF for each discus sold
 High impact ABS pink plastic/solid steel rim - 70% rim weight

Harper’s Angels Pink
Plastic Discus

weight and specifications

holds its shape, even after landing on hard, artificial surfaces

Gold Discus

 Hollow, reinforced ABS white plastic sides
 Brass rim is 86% of weight for advanced performance

Blue Star Steel Discus

 Hollow, reinforced ABS blue plastic sides
 Stainless steel rims offer sure grip and are 83% of weight for

MODEL

PRICE

4KB (women’s 4 kg.)
12B (high school men’s 12 lb.)
16B (college men’s 16 lb.)

$132
$144
$154

4KSS-95 (women’s 4 kg.)
12SS-103 (high school men’s 12 lb.)
16SS-110 (college men’s 16 lb.)

$135
$145
$185

4KI (women’s 4 kg.)
12I (high school men’s 12 lb.)
16I (college men’s 16 lb.)

$40
$45
$52

4KS-100 (women’s 4 kg.-100 dia.)
4KS-104 (women’s 4 kg.-104 dia.)
4KS-108 (women’s 4 kg.-108 dia.)
12S-108 (h.s. men’s 12 lb.-108 dia.)
12S-115 (h.s. men’s 12 lb.-115 dia.)
12S-117 (h.s. men’s 12 lb.-117 dia.)
16S-120 (college men’s 16 lb.-120 dia.)
16S-125 (college men’s 16 lb.-125 dia.)
16S-128 (college men’s 16 lb.-128 dia.)

$70
$60
$61
$84
$66
$86
$99
$88
$77

4KP (women’s 4 kg.)
12P (high school men’s 12 lb.)
16P (college men’s 16 lb.)

$82
$96
$112

4KP-SN (women’s 4 kg.)
12P-SN (high school men’s 12 lb.)
16P-SN (college men’s 16 lb.)

$77
$87
$115

PWD-HA (women’s 1 kg.)
PHD-HA (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)

$75
$80

GWD (women’s 1 kg.)
GHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
GCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$180
$195
$295

SWD (women’s 1 kg.)
SHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
SCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$115
$125
$135

hollow core center design
80% of weight located in sandblasted steel rims

HWD (women’s 1 kg.)
HHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
HCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$95
$100
$105

steel rim

WWD (women’s 1 kg.)
WHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
WCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$52
$59
$64

PWD (women’s 1 kg.)
PHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
PCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$65
$71
$80

RWD (women’s 1 kg.)
RHD (high school men’s 1.616 kg.)
RCD (college men’s 2 kg.)

$18
$20
$22

VDC (handle only)
VDC-S (handle/shoulder straps)

$25
$28

maximum performance

Hi-Spin Wood Discus

 Made of hardwood laminated in tight circular pattern with

Wood Discus


 High strength wood, laminated in circular pattern and solid

Plastic Discus

 High impact ABS plastic
 Solid steel rim - 70% rim weight

Rubber Discus

 Molded of durable solid rubber to regulation size and weight

Vinyl Discus Carriers

 Double-stitched, heavy duty knife-coated vinyl carrier
 Holds two regulation-sized discii
 Shoulder strap and/or handle for versatile use

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Throwing Surface Equipment
Toe Boards
 Synthetic or cast aluminum models both meet all



rule specifications
Available for level or recessed throwing areas
Custom silkscreen available upon request

STB (level pad)
ATB (level pad)
ATBC (depressed pad)
STB

ATB

$335
$475
$475

ATBC

Aluminum Throwing Circles
 Pre-formed to exact diameters for construction of

Throwing Form Systems
Webbed Circles
 Nominal 10’ x 10’ x 6”completely welded aluminum  Easier installation for contractors - assemble, level,

 Discus circles are 8’ 2-1/2” diameter and Shot/

 2” x 2” x 1/4” thick aluminum angle circles
 DFS is 8’ 2-1/2” dia. and SHFS is 7’ diameter
 Assembles in two (2) halves with Concrete-Flo™

concrete throwing pads

Hammer circles are 7’ diameter

 Vertical angle becomes the actual wall of the 3/4”


recessed throwing circle
Both models available in 1” x 1” and 2” x 2”

DC (discus, 1” x 1”)
DC-2 (discus, 2” x 2”)
SC (shot/hammer, 1” x 1”)
SC-2 (shot/hammer, 2” x 2”)

$275
$395
$260
$385

concrete form system

anchor and then pour the concrete pad around it

design system grid pattern

 3/4” offset concrete screed line for discus event
 Drain tubes included to flush water into crushed
stone sub-base

DFS (discus)
SHFS (shot/hammer)

Flush Mount Throwing Circles
 Solid 3/4” sq. aluminum bar creates a throwing

ISP-4 (platform only)

DC-FM (discus)
SC-FM (shot/hammer)

(not included)

$1,350







Hammer circles are 7’ diameter
Welded in two halves with angle bracing
Simple assembly using three bolts and nuts

WDC (discus)
WSHC (shot)

$800
$800

$2,250
$2,450

Indoor Shot Put Platform
 Durable plywood circle for indoor practice
 Rimmed with a 3/4” aluminum channel
 Padded underneath to protect floors
 Folds up on a hinge for convenient storage
 Ideal for use with our ATBC or STBC Toe Boards



 2” x 2” x 1/4” thick aluminum angle circles
 Discus circles are 8’ 2-1/2” diameter and Shot/

circle on a concrete pad
Attaches to concrete with stainless steel hardware
via concrete anchors
8’ 2-1/2” diameter for discus event
7’ diameter for shot and hammer events
$350
$330

Synthetic Hammer-Discus
Conversion Ring
 Reduces an existing 8’ 2-1/2” discus circle to official



7’ diameter for the hammer event
Made of 3/4” thick x 7” wide white HDPE, will not
rot like wood conversion rings
Quarters interlock by tongue-and-groove design

HDR-S

$795

Synthetic Javelin Stopboard
 Fabricated of 1/2” thick x 2” wide white HDPE,

Aluminum Javelin Stopboard
 Fabricated of 1/4” thick x 2” wide durable

 Includes a stainless steel hinge that allows for

 Includes a stainless steel hinge that allows for

SJS-H

AJS-H

which is chip resistant
easy storage
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$425

aluminum for minimal maintenance
easy storage

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$595

Take-Off Boards & Vault Boxes
12” Take-Off Board Systems
 Designed for IAAF (ITB) and NCAA (CTB) programs




ITB-12X

ITB-12





participating at the highest level and provide
multiple variations/options in usage
Stainless steel tray houses 8” wide board
Competition board made of 3/4” all-white
reversible Nuron™ jumping surface bolted to
structural Aluminum Core with factory applied 1/2”
track surface (painted white) on reverse side of 12X
models only
Blanking Cover with 1/2” black track surface preapplied on 12X models - all other models must
have contractor apply track surface
White Nuron™ Foul Board with Plasticene and
Trowel included with ITB models only
Synthetic Foul Strip painted yellow included on all
models for optional usage
Leveling mechanism (L models) available to permit
further adjustments after installation

ITB-12X (with track surface)
$995
$865
ITB-12 (without track surface)
$1,150
CTB-12X (with track surface)
$865
CTB-12 (without track surface)
CTB-12X/L (with track surface/leveling) $1,450
CTB-12/L (without track surface/leveling) $1,250
$95
NRB-8 (Nuron replacement board)
CTB-12X

CTB-12

8” Take-Off Board Systems
 Most popular system for high schools and most

16” Take-Off Board Systems
 Designed for lower level competition where a more

Vault Box & Covers
 Stainless steel box precisely constructed to







 Optional stainless steel cover has hinge fittings,




colleges not requiring a foul board
Stainless steel tray houses 8” wide board
Competition board made of 3/4” all-white
reversible Nuron™ jumping surface bolted to
structural Aluminum Core
Factory applied 1/2” thick painted white track
surface for CTB-8X (contractor must field apply for
CTB-8)
Both models provide three (3) jumping surfaces for
a triple extended life

CTB-8X (with synthetic surface)
CTB-8 (without synthetic surface)
NRB-8 (Nuron replacement board)

$595
$540
$95



visible jumping surface is desired
Stainless steel tray houses 16” wide board
Competition board made of 3/4” all-white
reversible Nuron™ jumping surface bolted to
structural Aluminum Core
Factory applied 1/2” thick painted white track
surface for HTB-16X (can be applied to HTB-16 if
desired)

HTB-16X (with synthetic surface)
HTB-16 (without synthetic surface)
NRB-16 (Nuron replacement board)

$840
$770
$165

official specifications

which lock into position over cover

 Reinforced cover also available for high traffic




areas
Synthetic surface can be applied to cover
Optional 3/8” vertical lip can be added to retain
contractor’s applied surface on cover
No rusting, warping or splitting

SSVB (box)
SSVC (cover)
SSVC-X (reinforced cover)
SSVC/L (cover/lip)
SSVC-X/L (reinforced cover/lip)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$675
$575
$675
$675
$750
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Pit Covers & Accessories
Aluminum Pit Cover
 Keep sand dry, clean and in the pit, and add a







AAE
Extended

5-Year

dimension of safety
Structural aluminum planks are welded into
individual panels
Recessed top for on-site application of synthetic
track surface or synthetic turf
Panels are custom made to fit your pit and
rest on the formed concrete ledge
Concrete borders without a pre-formed ledge,
can use our APC-LEDGE to create a bearing
surface to support our APC panels
Insertion removal tools (four included) allow
only authorized personnel to adjust panels
Optional auxiliary support beams available
for high/heavy traffic areas

APC
APC-LEDGE

$34/sq. ft.
$12/linear ft.

Limited
Warranty

APC

PFS-NCAA-SC
APC Shown with Pit Form System with
Sandcatcher (PFS-NCAA-SC)

PFS-NCAA-PRS

Vinyl Pit Covers
 VMPC is vinyl mesh, designed to keep your pit free of



GRAY

BLUE

RED

GREEN

ORANGE

YELLOW

NAVY
BLUE

MAROON

debris and other hazards, while permitting water to
drain thru
VSPC is made of a solid vinyl that will keep
everything, even water, out of your pit
Available with velcro pockets (see inset photo) for
insertion of plastic sand bags or with weighted chain
Custom manufactured to your pit dimensions

VMPC (vinyl mesh)
$2.50/sq. ft.
$2.50/sq. ft.
VSPC (solid vinyl)
VSPC-W (solid vinyl, weighted chain) $2.75/sq. ft.

Portable Indoor Long/Triple Jump Pit
 Perfect alternative to using a sand pit to practice
the long jump and triple jump events

 Overall dimensions 6’W x 15’L x 10”H, Rear Wedge
Pad 4’H

 Features top breather mesh fabric sewn to 18


oz. double knife-coated vinyl with 22oz. vinyl
underlay
10” thick urethane foam helps absorb impact and
rear wedge foam provides additional safety during
jumps

PILTJP

$3,250

Portable Runway Surfaces
 Protects running tracks and synthetic turf from


needle spikes by creating a temporary walkwayperfect for high traffic areas
Fabricated of an unique rubber-polyurethane
compound, which stands up to all weather
conditions

PRS-8 (8 mm - 5/16”)
PRS-10 (10 mm - 3/8”)
PRS-12 (12 mm - 1/2”)
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$2.85/sq.ft.
$3.50/sq.ft.
$3.95/sq.ft.
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Pit Forms & Accessories
Pit Form Systems
 Eliminates the expense of concrete - just assemble







our form system, level it out, back-fill it, add the
sand and you’re done
Manufactured with 12-gauge galvanized steel
with reinforced aluminum beams
Galvanized finishing cap accepts a poured
synthetic surface
Assembles in 8 sections for the H.S. model and 10
sections for NCAA
Optional Sand Storage Compartment (PFS-SSC) is
built into our form system and features a
fabricated ledge that divides the main pit from the
storage compartment, where sand can be stored to
allow the APC covers to sit flush
Sand Catcher models available as an alternative
to our Sand Storage Compartment option,
substituting removable, structural aluminum
lids around perimeter for sand control

PFS-HS (HS, 3m x 7m)
PFS-NCAA (NCAA, 3m x 9m)
PFS-SSC (sand storage compartment)
PFS-HS-SC (HS w/ sand catcher)
PFS-NCAA-SC (NCAA w/ sand catcher)
PFS-HS-PRS (HS, rubber surface)
PFS-NCAA-PRS (NCAA, rubber surface)

$10,850
$11,950
$1,650
$14,750
$15,750
$850
$1,150

AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

PFS-HS-SC Model Shown with Optional PRS

Internal joint connections
and structural spacers
increase durability and
support.

Sand Storage Compartment
(PFS-SSC) keeps extra sand
on-site. Included lid is supported
by a bulkhead for no-sag fit.

Optional perforated rubber
surface (PRS) inserts along
3 sides of perimeter to trap
sand for easy refill.
AAE
Extended

5-Year
Limited
Warranty

BEFORE

Water Jump Form System
 Minimizes the labor and variables involved



with forming and pouring a concrete water
jump pit (overall size is 3.66m x 3.66m)
Consists of three (3) pre-assembled sections
with concrete screed angle border inside
Concrete-Flo™ design system adjoined by
reinforced galvanized brackets and aluminum
supports with stainless steel hardware
Internal gate
valve allows for
quick and easy
drainage of the
water jump pit.

AFTER

 Front form section includes water-tight sealed


drainage system for emptying water after
events and remains open during winter months
Drainage system consists of 4” schedule 40
drainage pipe with accessible shut-off valve
and lockable access panel

WJFS

$8,450
Water jump hurdle
(WJH-FS) shown
features a mounting
plate used in
conjunction with our
Water Jump Form
System.

Water Jump Cover
 Simple to set-up and tear-down because it’s
made in easy-to-carry sections

 4” sq. structural aluminum beams tapered for
smooth fit and added strength

 Aluminum panels feature a recessed top for


synthetic track surface application
Specially engineered side notches accept our
Insertion Removal Tool for simple lifting and
moving of panels (4 IRTs included)

WJC

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$6,950
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From Start . . .
AAE Extended

15-Year
Limited Warranty

Mach 1
 Top-quality stainless steel unibody rail engineered for extra stability
 Friction-free UHMW glider allows for instant and effortless foot

Mach 2
 Top-quality stainless steel unibody rail engineered for extra stability
 Friction-free UHMW glider allows instant and effortless foot

 Unique spike pattern grips track better to give sprinters full benefit

 Pedals adjust to 4 different angles - up to 20 different settings for

MACH-1



pedal adjustment

of a rock-solid start

$290
Other model starting blocks available. Call for details.

pedal adjustment

each pedal
Unique spike pattern grips track better to give sprinters full benefit
of a rock-solid start

MACH-2

$395

Aluminum &
Synthetic Batons
Aluminum or unbreakable
plastic tubing with safetyrolled edges
 Official weight and size
 Available in variety of colors
 Customize for events
BA (aluminum)
ABA (alum. award)
BS (synthetic)
ABS (syn. award)

Block Cart
 Easily move blocks to different starting positions
 Stores up to 10 starting blocks (AAE or others)
 Sturdy welded aluminum frame construction
 Front swivel semi-pneumatic wheel casters
 Heavy duty handle
ABC

$1,150

Lane Markers
 Thick, low-density polyethylene (20” sq. base,
22” high) with silkscreened black numerals

 Light enough to move easily, yet heavy enough to
resist wind

 Nest together for compact storage
LM-8 (set of 8)
LM (one only)
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$925
$120

$6.50/ea.
$168/dz.
$4.50/ea.
$144/dz.

Locking Block Cart
 Specially designed hinged stainless steel angle
locks in place (see inset above)

 Secures 10 MACH-1 or MACH-2 blocks
 Sturdy welded aluminum frame construction
 Heavy duty handle locks in upright position
when not in use

ABC-L

$1,375

Bell Lap Counters
 Keeps runners aware of “laps-to-go”
 Numerals change with the flip of a lever
 Quality brass bell for “last-lap” signal
 Choice of rollaway base or ground sleeve
BC-B (rollaway base)
BC-S (ground sleeve)

Starter’s Platform
 Structural aluminum frame with a stabilized
support rail

 Elevates starter above field for clear visibility
to officials and spectators

 Pneumatic wheels are mounted on stainless
$775
$695

steel axles and remain on when in use

SP

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$1,208

. . . To Finish
Premier 5-Step Judges’ Stand
 Sturdy and portable option that comfortably





TJS-5XL

IFP-B

accommodates up to 25 officials
Four double-depth structural aluminum plank
steps with an extra large top platform
Galvanized steel understructure
Heavy aluminum security rail and crossbracing
Center-mounted, engaging pneumatic tires with
stainless steel axles and handles

TJS-5XL

$3,595

Official Finish Posts
 Aluminum uprights are 2” x 5” x 1/8” wall
with rounded corners for safety

 Powder-coated white for high visibility
 Available with ground sleeve or rollaway base
IFP-B (rollaway base)
IFP-S (ground sleeve)

$720
$650

Judges’ Stand can be moved easily from finish line to finish line with the
included engaging pneumatic tires, which can be dis-engaged during use.

AS-8 Model Shown

Award Stands
 Fabricated with aluminum tubing welded into
Camera Support Post
 Aluminum structural tubing upright and base











with factory-weighted base for added stability
Welded offset arm features a dual camera
mounting bracket
4” diameter wheels make relocation a snap
Use in conjunction with the Lynx timing systems
(see page 24 for more info)

CSP-B

$1,500

modules that easily bolt together
Each module has 24” sq. non-slip, rubber top
Large numbers silkscreened on aluminum
placards display the place
AS-7 and AS-8 models include aluminum frame
rear entry steps (see inset photo)

 Custom powder-coating and silkscreening also
available for additional charge

AS-3 (3-step)
AS-5 (5-step)
AS-6 (6-step)
AS-7 (7-step)
AS-8 (8-step)

$1,500
$2,750
$3,700
$4,325
$5,050

Championship Award Stand
 Structural aluminum 4’ x 10’ understructure
 Synthetic 3/8” top surface
 1/8” sheet aluminum border, powder-coated in

color of choice, for school name and/or logo display

AS-C

$4,200

In memory of our dear friend, Dave Bryan,
AAE will donate $500 to ALS for every AS-C sold

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Indicators, Timing & Measurement
PRODUCT
Jumpmaster
Performance Indicators
Wind Indicator

DESCRIPTION
MODEL
 Pinpoint magnifying scope eliminates human error and makes JMS-1 (digital)
tape measures obsolete
Digital metric counter or manual English scale


 Displays individual athlete performances for field events
 Aluminum frame rotates on round post for easy viewing
 Displays wind direction (plus and minus) and speed for


officials, spectators and athletes
Convenient rollaway base, easy-change digits

Crossbar Location
Indicator

 Identifies the vaulter’s desired position for crossbar
 All-aluminum frame is mounted to rollaway base

EXCLUSIVE! Open Reel
Stainless Steel Tapes

 Stainless steel measuring tape has very good visibility

and features Flex Top protective sleeve on all tape lines
Both Metric and English (shown in 1/16’s) markings
Made in Germany

Digital Measuring
Wheels



 Layout XC courses or confirm a track’s accuracy
 Telescoping aluminum handle and easy rolling 4’ wheel

LYNX Systems

 Call for various models and pricing

Accusplit Pro Survivor
Stopwatch

 24-hour timing range, cumulative-split stopwatch
 1.5-year battery life and water resistant up to 30 meters
 Five-year, no-proof-of-purchase warranty
 10-hour timing range with dual-split (cumulative and lap)
 30-event memory, pacer, countdown timer, average-split

Accusplit Eagle
Stopwatch
Accusplit AX602
Stopwatch
CEI-495 Stopwatch

Robic Twelve Memory
Chrono
Robic 50 Memory
Chrono & Countdown
Robic 180 Dual Memory
Target Timer

JMS-2 (manual)

PRICE
$2,150
$1,700

PI-B (rollaway base - five digit)
PI-B-4 (rollaway base - four digit)
PI-WC (weather cover)

$825
$765
$145

WID-3 (3 digits)
WID-WC (weather cover)

$720
$145

CLI

$575

ORSS-30/100 (30m, 100’)
ORSS-60/200 (60m, 200’)
ORSS-100/330 (100m, 330’)

$225
$275
$350

TM-4 (feet and inches)
TM-3M (metric)

$132
$121

Lynx Gold System
Lynx Silver System
Lynx Bronze System (shown)

CALL
CALL
CALL

A601X

$26

AE625M35

$49

AX602

$49

CEI-495

$50

SC-505W (available in blue, red, green,

$30

compute, and fastest/slowest lap

 1/100th second, 100 memory, dual split stopwatch
 three line LCD display shows current split time, lap time, and
running cummulative time/Stroke rate calculator mode
 Time-of-Day/Date/Alarm mode/Water resistant to 3 ATM
 Lap and cum. splits/100 dual split recallable memory
 Continuous event timing/Large 3 row display/10 hours timing
range/Stroke/frequency/Time and calendar
 Water resistent/Available in black or yellow
 Ultra-precise, multi-mode stopwatch with advanced timekeeping functions yet easy to use
 1/100 sec resolution/199 lap counter/12 lap/split memory
 24 hour chronograph/Water resistant to 30 meters
 Combines the two most desired timing functions: a dual split


stopwatch with an advanced countdown timer.
Record up to 1000 finish times with memory recall of the
previous 50

 Monitors complete training program by comparing actual
performance to your desired target goals
 180 dual memory recall among a host of fitness and

orange, yellow, black & purple)

SC-606W

$40

SC-877

$50

training measurement functions

Features:
SEIKO Stopwatch/Printer Stopwatch
Measurable up to 10 hours with 1/100 of a second
 Split/lap time measurment/Store and recall of up to 300 split/lap times
 Memory recall during operation/Large-sized three row display/Time and

S149

automatic calendar
Printer Features:
Prints 13 digits per line - large and clear
Printing speed of 1.5 lines per second/Printout selection of split only or
lap times/Automatic printout of date & time
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$435

Surface Savers
NEW! Surface Savers
 Protects your track and/or turf from wear & tear
 Perfect for saving your track from spectators in and
around field events

 Great for protecting natural turf in front of and
around batting cage and high-wear areas

 Heavy duty, 14 oz. ArmorMesh cover retains




durability, even from cleats, and allows water to
drain (available in colors shown below)
Premium 15 oz. Blanket-Style non-woven,
polypropylene material that retains durability,
even from cleats (heather-gray only with binding
in colors below)
Weighted around perimeter (see inset photo) - no
sandbags or stakes necessary
Custom graphics printed directly onto the material
via the TuffPrint™ process: ultra-durable imaging
using premium inks of unlimited color selection
and gradient shading

TFS-ARMOR
TFS-BLANKET

$2.50/sq.ft.
$2.75/sq.ft.

TFS-BLANKET Model Shown with
Optional Custom Graphic

TFS-ARMOR Model Shown with Optional Custom Graphic

COLOR CHART
GREEN

ROYAL
BLUE

RED

NAVY
BLUE

ORANGE

YELLOW

BLACK

GRAY

SKY
BLUE

MAROON

PURPLE

WHITE

TAN

KELLY
GREEN

Portable Runway Surface & Cart
 Traditionally used to create better runways for long






jump and triple jump competitors
Protects running tracks and synthetic turf from
needle spikes - perfect for high traffic areas
Fabricated of an unique rubber-polyurethane
compound that stands up to all weather conditions
Available in 10mm (3/8”) or 12mm (1/2”) thicknesses
Custom cut to your specified length at these
standard widths: 36”, 42” or 48”
Vinyl-coated steel cart with casters & removable
handle available to easily load and store heavy
rolls of PRS

PRS-8 (8mm - 5/16”)
PRS-10 (10mm - 3/8”)
PRS-12 (12mm - 1/2”)
PRS-CART

$2.85/sq.ft.
$3.50/sq.ft.
$3.95/sq.ft.
$375

PRS-10 Model Shown

PRS-CART Model Shown

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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As early as 1968, existing customers began approaching
AAE for better quality soccer goals than what was currently
on the market. And it didn’t take long for us to offer a full line
of soccer field equipment from permanent and portable
soccer goals to corner flags and nets. We even designed the
first Rollaway Combination Football Soccer Goal for
Georgetown University’s rooftop field.
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Soccer Goals & Accessories
EUROPA Semi-Permanent International Soccer Goals
 Many teams “state side” increasingly prefer this top-quality international “Box”









AAE
Extended

10-Year



Limited
Warranty

style football goal that features three (3) rear vertical pole stays with seamless
“U” shape groundbar
Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 6’ top and 6’ bottom depths)
Engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability
Goal mouth and groundbar fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall
aluminum extrusion
Completely welded crossbar incorporated into a one-piece design for stability
(no horizontal joints)
Uprights insert into ground sleeves with welded groundbar hinge attachment
Three piece groundbar with net clip slot seamlessly attaches net and hinges up
and is secured to uprights for any grass/turf maintenance
Specially designed, heavy-duty UHMW insert at corner joint of main frame
provides tight seal that prevents shifting over time
Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately
Goal face features white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

SGR-SP/I

$4,995/pr.

EUROPA Portable International Soccer Goals
 Gaining popularity in the U.S., this international style soccer goal features










small loop stays with seamless “U” shape groundbar
Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths)
Engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability
Goal mouth and groundbar fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall
aluminum extrusion
Completely welded, one piece “L” shape upright and groundbar
Crossbar and groundbar incorporate one-piece design for stability
Specially designed, heavy-duty UHMW insert at corner joint of main frame
provides tight seal that prevents shifting over time
Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately
Entire goal features white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance
Specially designed Pivot Bar Wheels (included) can remain attached to goal
during use and easily engage for moving of goal

SGR-P/I

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

$5,950/pr.

Corner Flags
 Red nylon fabric mounted to 1” dia. standard

(1-1/2” dia. for ICF-4 model) white PVC 60” high post

 Sold in sets of four
CF-4 (solid steel peg)
CFS-4 (solid steel peg w/spring)
ICF-4 (international ground sleeve)

AAE
Extended

$95/set
$105/set
$375/set

Soccer Goal Pads
 Designed to fit most any soccer goal upright
 Premium foam encased in double-knife coated

Molded Net Clips
 Simplifies daily net attachment and removal
 Custom molded nylon net clips insert directly





vinyl
Military-grade vinyl adjustable straps attach
with heavy-duty plastic buckles

SG-PAD

$420/pr.

into our slotted aluminum extrusions
Each bag outfits one pair of Semi-Permanent
Goals or a single Portable Goal

MNC-60 (60 pieces)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$33/bag
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Soccer Goals & Accessories

AAE Extended

10-Year
Limited Warranty

Portable Soccer Goals
 Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths) and





engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability
Large loop stays and groundbar made of 2” sq. slotted heavy-wall
aluminum extrusion with rounded safety corners
Crossbar and groundbar each incorporate a one-piece design (no horizontal
joints) for stability
Goal mouth fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall aluminum extrusion,
which features a white powder-coated finish for minimal
maintenance
Soccer nets and grounding sand bags sold separately
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

 Specially designed PVC insert at the corner joint of the main frame



provides a tight seal that prevents shifting over time (see inset photo on Club
Soccer Goals on next page)
Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately
Optional Rollaway Wheels (shown above) are 10” pneumatic tires mounted on
3/4” diameter stainless steel axle with all stainless hardware

SGR-P
RW-SG (set of 4)

NEW! Futsal Goal
 Official size measures 2M x 3M, with a 1.25M deep rear ground bar
 Front frame is welded in one-piece design, as well as entire ground bar (side and







rear), and contoured stays are each one-piece design, all helping stabilize goal
Goal mouth and ground bars constructed of 2”sq. slotted heavy-duty
aluminum extrusion
Contoured stays are welded of 2” sq. aluminum extrusion with rounded safety corners
Entire goal features standard white powder-coated finish
Include MNC net clips for simple net attachment and/or removal
Includes tilt-n-roll wheel (see inset photo) feature to make moving goals easier
White futsal net included - also sold separately

SG-FUTSAL-1 (goal)
FN-2.3/2Mx3M (net)
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$4,650/pr.
$395

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$1,295/ea.
$140/ea.

Soccer Goals & Accessories

AAE
Extended

10-Year
SGR-P/12

SGR-P/18.5

SGR-P/21

Limited
Warranty

Club Soccer Goals
 Offer all of the same features as our official size soccer goals, only scaled down









for youth and club teams
For the youngest athletes, SGR-P/12 model measures 12’ wide, 6’ 6” high, 2’ top
and 5’ 6” bottom depths; SGR-P/18.5 model measures 18’ 6” wide, 6’ 6” high, 2’
top and 5’ 6” bottom depths; SGR-P/21 measures 21’ wide, 7’ high, 3’ top and
7’ bottom depths, which meets all USSF small-sided game regulations for U10
and under
Main frame for each size is fabricated of 4” diameter round, slotted heavy-wall
aluminum extrusion which accept our MNC Molded Net Clips that make net
attachment and removal quick and easy
Goal mouth has a white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance
Specially designed PVC insert at the corner joint of the main frame provides a
tight seal that prevents shifting over time
Large loop stays and a groundbar made of 2” sq. slotted heavy-wall aluminum
extrusion with rounded safety corners
Optional Rollaway Wheels available to make moving the goals easier
Soccer nets and grounding sand bags sold separately

SGR-P/12 (round - 6’ 6” x 12’)
SGR-P/18.5 (round - 6’ 6” x 18’ 6”)
SGR-P/21 (round - 7’ x 21’)

Soccer Anchor Boxes
 Galvanized steel box - hinged



aluminum lid can be topped with
your artificial turf
Stainless steel anchor bar with permanently attached/lockable chain
Can be used with any style soccer
groundbar

SGAB-MF-FBC

$975/pr.

Semi-Permanent Soccer Goals
 Perfect for programs leaving goals up year round
 Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths) and engineered from
hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability

 Uprights insert into included aluminum ground sleeves and feature 2” round
small loop stays

 Goal mouth fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall aluminum extrusion,
which features a white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

 Standard Molded Net Clips attach via slotted extrusions for quick net attachment
and removal - soccer nets sold separately

SGR-SP

Soccer Nets
 High visibility white, polyethylene braided into
5” sq. mesh - other solid colors also available

 Now available in checkered or striped team colors
SN-3/24 (3mm - 8’ x 24’)
SN-3/12 (3mm - 6’ 6” x 12’)
SN-3/18.5 (3mm - 6’ 6” x 18’ 6”)
SN-3/21 (3mm - 7’ x 21’)
SN-4/24 (4mm - 8’ x 24’)
SN-6/24 (6mm - 8’ x 24’)

$3,100/pr.
$3,350/pr.
$4,150/pr.

Groundbar Anchor Bracket
 All stainless steel clamp with inside



rubber tips to protect powdercoated gooseneck
Includes vinyl-coated anchor chain
for easy on-field adjustment
Fits ANY size soccer goal back

SGAB-GP

$425/pr.

$4,100/pr.

$190/pr.
$210/pr.
$255/pr.
$265/pr.
$260/pr.
$375/pr.

Soccer Anchor Weights
 Portable weight system to anchor

Vinyl Sandbag
 18 oz. vinyl panels measuring

 Vinyl coated “Caution Yellow”, 40 lb.

 Heavy duty canvas handles



VSZ-Y (yellow)
VSZ-Y/4 (yellow/set of 4)
VSZ-W (white)
VSZ-W/4 (white/set of 4)

portable soccer goals

steel weights with integrated hooks
to secure groundbar
Ergonomic handle design

SGW-40

$475/pr.

18” x 18” with heavy gauge zipper
attached via Box-X stitch method

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$46
$170
$46
$170
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In 1965, AAE introduced its own football and rugby goal
posts to local schools and universities. Our reputation for
designing quality custom equipment is what ultimately
spawned our manufacturing of the first portable football
goals for the Philadelphia Eagles’ summer camps in 1968.
And even today, from hinged goal posts to custom endzone platforms, AAE football equipment can be found in
numerous NFL stadiums.
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Hinged Football Goals
Hinged Offset Football Goals
 Ideal for stadiums used for multiple sports











AAE
Extended

and/or events
Allows maintenance crews to assemble and
disassemble goals at ground level - easier and
safer to install or remove than other offset goals
Unique hinged base plate permits removal and
reinstallation of the goals by following these
easy steps:
1. Simply remove anchoring bolts
2. Pivot goal forward to lower to ground level
3. Remove each upright and crossbar
4. Disengage pin from 3/4” thick steel hinged
base plate to detach centerpost
Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of 5-1/2”
diameter steel
Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar
Uprights are 20’ high (30’ for pro model), 4”
diameter structural aluminum tubing
Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school,
while the college and pro models are 18’ 6”
High school and college models feature a white
or yellow powder-coated finish on the entire
goal for minimal maintenance
Pro models are finished with a three-step
painting process with a baked enamel Day-Glo®
Saturn Yellow finish for even higher visibility
All hardware is galvanized steel

HSG-HS
HSG-NCAA
HSG-PRO
HSG-HS/8 (8’ offset)
HSG-NCAA/8 (8’ offset)

25-Year
Limited
Warranty

Unique hinged base
plate design makes
erecting and dismantling
the goal an easier job.

Welded bracket permits
a winch and cable to
mechanically raise and
lower the entire goal.

$9,250/pr.
$9,250/pr.
$11,450/pr.
$9,800/pr.
$9,800/pr.

HSG-PRO Model Shown
Lincoln Financial Field
Home of the Philadelphia Eagles

EXCLUSIVE! The RazeR
 The RazeR is used with AAE hinged style football






goal posts to automate the raising and lowering
it in under 30 seconds
Constructed of a welded reinforced steel frame
Powder-coated in a durable safety orange
Pneumatic wheels make unit completely
portable - roll out only when needed
Includes electric winch with remote and
battery holder (battery not included)
Facilitates replacing torn upright flags and
removal of goals

RAZER

$2,250

Foundation Box & Cover
 Gives offset goals a “finished look” and creates an




easy access point to remove goals
Heavy-duty 12-gauge galvanized steel formed
frame with offset angles for turf attachment
Covers fabricated of 11-gauge aluminum with
welded structural reinforcements
Includes two box frames, two pairs of half covers
and two full covers

FBC-GA/ASG (ASG goals)
FBC-GA/HSG (HSG goals)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$1,450/pr.
$1,650/pr.
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Offset Football Goals
Offset Football Goals
 Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of 5-1/2”










AAE
Extended

diameter zinc-coated and primed steel
Welded 3/4” thick steel plate for ground anchoring
Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar
20’ high uprights (30’ for pro model) are made of 4”
diameter structural aluminum tubing
Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves
Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school, while
the college and pro models are 18’ 6”
All hardware is galvanized steel
Entire goal features a white or yellow powdercoated finish for minimal maintenance
Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover provides easy
access for goal removal
Custom centerpost powder-coating available for
additional cost

ASG-HS
ASG-NCAA
ASG-PRO

25-Year
Limited
Warranty

$8,100/pr.
$8,100/pr.
$8,450/pr.

ASG-NCAA Model Shown

Want perfectly aligned uprights every
time? No need for “gimmicky” adjustable
upright features with your AAE goals.
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Exclusive “C Channel” design
increases strength and durability.

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

Specially engineered sub-surface
plate eliminates ground sleeves.

Offset Football Goals
8 Ft. Offset Football Goals
 Greater offset accommodates other sports goals

AAE
Extended

25-Year



Limited
Warranty











underneath the crossbar
Eight-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of
5-1/2” diameter zinc-coated and primed steel
Welded 3/4” thick steel plate at bottom of
centerpost for ground anchoring
Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar
20’ high uprights (30’ for pro model) are made of 4”
diameter structural aluminum tubing
Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves
Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school,
while the college and pro models are 18’ 6”
All hardware is galvanized steel
Entire goal features a white or yellow powdercoated finish for minimal maintenance
Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover kits make
accessing the goal foundation plates for removal a
simple task
Custom centerpost powder-coating available for
additional cost

ASG-HS/8
ASG-NCAA/8
ASG-PRO/8

$8,650/pr.
$8,650/pr.
$9,000/pr.

ASG-HS/8 Model Shown with Optional Powder-coated Centerpost

Goal Post Pads
 Designed to fit most any goal post
 Provide additional safety on the field
 Premium foam - 4” and 6” thick x 78” high - encased
in double-knife coated vinyl

 Velcro flap allows for simple installation
 Available in blue, red, green, yellow, navy

 Other colors are also available - call for details
 Silkscreen your school initials or nickname for
an additional charge

GP4R (4” thick)
GP6R (6” thick)

$650/pr.
$795/pr.

blue, orange, black and maroon (see below)

COLOR CHART
A velcro flap that
runs the entire
length of the pad
guarantees a
secure fit.

BLUE

GREEN

NAVY BLUE

BLACK

RED

YELLOW

ORANGE

MAROON

Other colors also available - call for details.
Colors shown here are as accurate as printing allows.
Colors appear brighter on products when seen outdoors.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Specialty Football Goals
AAE
Extended

25-Year
Limited
Warranty

Hinged 180° Rotational 8’ Offset
Football Goal Posts
 Goal post rotates 180° in opposite direction to



Spring-loaded pin
makes for a quick
transition in a
matter of seconds.







Hinged baseplate
allows for easy
raising and lowering
of goal.





remove football crossbar from interfering with
soccer game play - only used when football and
soccer share the same end line
Hinged baseplate design allows for easy raising
and lowering of assembled goal post
Standard 8’ offset gooseneck to accommodate our
soccer goal’s groundbar
Eight-foot offset centerpost (gooseneck) is fabricated of 5-1/2” diameter zinc-coated and primed
steel; 6’ Offset/Custom upright heights available
upon request
Welded 3/4” thick steel plate with ribs for ground
anchoring
Exclusive “C-Channel” provides 4’ additional welded
support for attaching 5-1/2” diameter heavy-wall
aluminum crossbar
20’ high uprights are made of 4” diameter structural aluminum tubing
Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves
Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for High School, while
the NCAA model is 18’ 6” apart
All hardware is galvanized steel
Entire goal features a white or yellow powdercoated finish for minimal maintenance

HSG-HS/8-180
HSG-NCAA/8-180

Expandable Offset Football Goals
 Perfect for facilities that hold both high school and








AAE
Extended

25-Year

college games
Innovative crossbar design that, in a matter of
minutes, adjusts the uprights to either the official
high school or official NCAA width
Unique Safety Guide is a slot/groove design made
of UHMW, preventing upright rotation while bolts
are removed for adjustments
Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of 5-1/2”
diameter steel
Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar
All hardware is galvanized steel
Entire goal features a white or yellow powdercoated finish for minimal maintenance
Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover provides easy
access for goal removal

ESG
ESG/8 (8’ offset)

Limited
Warranty

AAE’s Safety Guide
prevents uprights
from rotating during
adjustment stages.

$10,350/pr.
$10,900/pr.

ESG/8 Model Shown
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$10,750/pr.
$10,750/pr.
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Specialty Football Goals
Suspended Football Goal Post
 Furnish your indoor facility with our quality
designed suspended football goal post

 Similar to our offset style goal posts minus the






gooseneck
Features a stainless steel internal tube with
welded structural eyelet
Goals are manufactured with 4” diameter
aluminum tubing for uprights and 5-9/16”
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar with
welded inserts
Choose from three (3) models: HS model
features 23’-4” upright spacing with 20’ uprights;
NCAA model features 18’-6” upright spacing
with 20’ uprights; and PRO model features 18’-6”
between uprights and 35’ uprights
Durable powder-coated finish is standard and
available in high visibility White, Yellow and DayGlo® Saturn Yellow

SFG-HS
SFG-NCAA
SFG-PRO

$3,195/ea.
$2,995/ea.
$3,595/ea.

SFG-PRO Model Shown
Atlantic Health Jets Training Center

Accu-Kick Adjustable Practice Football Goal
 Used by several NFL teams to help their kickers score better under pressure








by narrowing target practice, honing visualization techniques and building
confidence
Uprights slide along the horizontal crossbar to adjust anywhere from 18’ 6” to
6’ - reduce or extend by pulling each upright to desired setting by using scale
printed on underside of crossbar
Uprights are painted white on one side and yellow on the opposite side to allow
a 180º rotation for an instant on-field color change (important for college level
kickers)
Constructed of heavy-wall aluminum and stainless steel, making it durable
under all weather conditions
Two 24’ high uprights are made of 4” diameter aluminum tubing
Uprights attached at the base to a sliding stainless steel sleeve that
independently runs along the 4” square aluminum crossbar
Stainless steel handle provided to manually adjust uprights
Four 12” pneumatic tires mounted on stainless steel axles, so it can be easily
moved by two people

AK-APFG

$6,250

U.S. Patent No. 6,375,585

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Portable Football Goals
Rollaway “H” Goals
 AAE originated the “portable” football goal in 1968







to meet the needs of both NFL® teams and NCAA
universities in providing the greatest flexibility for
practice facilities
Fabricated with 4” diameter heavy-wall aluminum
tubing connected with structurally reinforced
aluminum
Uprights spaced 18’ 6” apart at 35’ height for PRO
model and 20’ height for NCAA model, and 14’
uprights spaced 23’ 4” to meet NFHS width specs
Tighter RHG-PRO/9 model features 9’ portable
practice target, which NFL teams including the San
Diego Chargers and Miami Dolphins prefer
Four 12” pneumatic tires with stainless steel axles
are provided for ease in moving the goal
Unpainted, mill finish is standard on entire goal for
minimal maintenance
Custom powder-coated finishes available

RHG-HS
RHG-NCAA
RHG-PRO
RHG-PRO/9 (9’ width)

RHG-PRO/9 model shown
above with optional
powder-coated uprights
at San Diego Chargers’
practice facility.

$3,895/ea.
$3,895/ea.
$4,995/ea.
$3,450/ea.

White or yellow powder-coated uprights &
crossbar upgrade available for $550/ea.

RHG-NCAA Model Shown w/
Optional Powder-coated Uprights

AAE
Extended

20-Year
Limited
Warranty

“H” Football Goals
 Used for both football and rugby, manufactured




with 4” diameter structural aluminum tubing with
welded inserts for crossbar attachment
High school uprights spaced 23’ 4”/20’ overall
height and collegiate uprights spaced 18’ 6”
apart with overall height of 30’ to meet current
NCAA specifications
Aluminum ground sleeves and caps included
Durable mill finish is standard - available in white
or yellow painted finish upon request

AHG-HS
AHG-NCAA

$3,000/pr.
$3,200/pr.

AAE
Extended

AAE
Extended

20-Year

20-Year

Limited
Warranty

Limited
Warranty

Official Rugby Goal
 Similar to our “H” football goals, but designed to





meet official rugby regulations
Uprights spaced 18’ 4-1/2” apart with overall
height of 30’ for college or club level and 44’ for
international competition
Uprights are 4” dia. aluminum tubing with welded
inserts for crossbar attachment
Aluminum ground sleeves and caps included
Durable white powder-coated finish is standard

AHG-RUGBY
AHG-RUGBY-I

$3,500/pr.
$4,695/pr.

Official Hinged Rugby Goal
 Improved design from our official rugby goal with




a hinged base plate, which makes installing and
removing goal a simpler task
Hinged base plate sits above ground level (see
inset photo) - only ground sleeves are installed
below ground
White powder-coated (standard) 4” dia. structural
aluminum tubing with welded inserts for crossbar
and upright attachment
Uprights spaced 5.60 meters (18’ 4-1/2”) apart
with overall height of 9.14 meters (30’) for high
school, college or club levels and 13.41 meters
(44’) for international competition

AHG-RUGBY/H
AHG-RUGBY-I/H
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$6,295/pr.
$7,995/pr.

Combination Goals
Combination Goals
 Designed for synthetic or natural turf multi-purpose

AAE
Extended

fields, where field space is limited

10-Year

 Comes complete with a set of small loop stays

for net support (nets sold separately), aluminum
ground sleeves and caps
 Mill finish is standard on entire goal for minimal
maintenance
 White goal mouth and/or painted uprights
available upon request for an additional cost
HS models only:
 4” diameter aluminum “one-piece” uprights,
bent to accommodate 24’ for soccer and 23’ 4”
for football
 Soccer portion of the uprights and crossbar are
fabricated of 4” diameter slotted, structural
aluminum extrusion designed to accept our
MNC Molded Net Clips, which easily attach
soccer nets
 CSF-HS has the additional feature of a 4” flat
aluminum facing welded to the soccer portion
of each goal
NCAA models only:
 Fabricated with two-piece uprights and a
welded truss beam design for the crossbar in
order to meet the required 18’ 6” width for
football and 24’ width for soccer
 CSF-NCAA with flat facing is also available

Limited
Warranty

CAG-HS Model Shown with
Optional Powder-coating

CAG-HS
CAG-NCAA
CSF-HS
CSF-NCAA

Simply remove the net
and stays and the CAG
becomes an official
football goal within
minutes.

$4,650/pr.
$5,350/pr.
$5,200/pr.
$5,900/pr.

Rollaway Combination Goals
 Originally designed for Georgetown

RCG-HS Model Shown with
Optional Powder-coating
By detaching the net,
the RCG instantly
becomes an official
football goal.

White/yellow combo powder-coated
uprights/crossbar upgrade
(shown above) available for $950.

University’s rooftop athletic field, many other
schools appreciate its compact design for
synthetic or natural turf and multi-purpose
fields where space is limited
 4” diameter structural aluminum tubing
 Uprights and crossbar made of a custom slotted,
structural aluminum extrusion designed to accept
our MNC Molded Net Clips, which easily attach
soccer nets (sold separately)
 All side stays and groundbars are made of a
heavy-wall 4” diameter aluminum extrusions
 Two sets of dual 12” pneumatic tires with stainless
axles are included with each goal
 Mill finish is standard - white goal mouth
and/or painted uprights available upon request
HS model only:
 “One-piece” uprights, bent to accommodate
24’ for soccer and 23’ 4” for football
NCAA model only:
 Features two-piece upright construction and a
welded truss beam crossbar design to meet the
required 24’ for soccer and 18’ 6” for football
RCG-HS
RCG-NCAA

$9,600/pr.
$10,300/pr.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Field Essentials

AAE
Extended

20-Year
Limited
Warranty

90° Practice Hurdle
 EXCLUSIVE! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”)



NEW! Portable Quarterback Station
 Allow your quarterbacks to practice wherever you



want with this mobile unit

 All-aluminum, welded frame is lightweight and


easily moved on its built in cart
Knotless, nylon netting features three catch
pockets and moveable vinyl targets

PQBS

$3,395


Specially designed
hitch attachment with
wheels & handle.

Removable wheels
included for easy
transport.



Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor® resins,
recessed stainless steel hardware,redesigned pushbutton notches for smoother height adjustment
Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded
end caps and self-adjusting weights
Push-button height adjustment modified to
24”/27”/30”/33”/36” (39” height not available)
Flat base, stabilizer bar and reinforced post
welded into world’s strongest 3-way hurdle
frame
Double-web Lexan board including FREE*
custom silkscreen

XLAH-CP

Football BallStopper® System
 Keeps field goal and extra point kicks inside the






field, protecting bystanders, cars and yards from
stray footballs
Available in 35’ or 40’ (8” dia. x .188” wall) height
sets that outfit two endzones (4 posts/2 nets)
Structurally engineered four-post design installs
into provided aluminum ground sleeves
Knotless HTPP nets (3-1/2” sq. x 50’ wide x 35’/40’
high) are treated for outdoor use
Rope and pulley system featuring a tie-down cleat,
makes it easy to raise or lower the net for each
game or as required
Mill finish is standard on posts (custom
powder-coating also available at extra cost)

FBS-35 (35’ post height)
FBS-40 (40’ post height)

$10,250/set
$11,550/set

Tie-down cleat prevents
the hoisting rope from
becoming a tripping hazard.
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$180

Field Essentials

Shown In-Ground with
Contractor Applied Turf on Cover

Utility Boxes & Covers
 Perfect solution to enclose on-field communication devices and outlets
 Galvanized box construction deters the elements and provides a seamless



finish for any track or field
Reinforced aluminum cover designed to accept any track/synthetic surface
Three standard sizes, but also available in custom sizes upon request

UBC-GA/101830 (18” x 30”)
UBC-GA/103636 (36” square)
UBC-GA/104242 (42” square)

$725/ea.
$950/ea.
$1,050/ea.

Divided Utility Box & Cover
 Special divided layout separates electric from other utilities
 Dual-lid design provides individual access to each side
 Included PVC insert allows lids to be closed, yet electrical cords to remain
plugged in underneath

 Box construction (galvanized or aluminum) deters the elements and



provides seamless finish for any track or field (see inset photo)
Reinforced aluminum cover designed to accept any track/synthetic surface
Standard size 10”D x 18”W x 30”L - custom sizes available upon request

UBC-GA/101830-D (galvanized)
UBC-AL/101830-D (aluminum)

$975/ea.
$975/ea.

Football Landing Mats
 Fabricated of premium 12” thick foam encased in



double knife-coated vinyl (6’ W and 10’ L)
Heavy duty handles and buckle straps are boxtacked to encasement body, so there is no
hardware to break or lose
Available in red, blue, navy blue, green, black,
orange, maroon or yellow

FLM

Yard Line Markers
 Display yardage (G, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) with
foldable 18” sq. “A-frame” & 16” vinyl base

 1” thick sturdy foam encased in double knifecoated vinyl cover

 Available in white, black, blue, red, green, orange

or yellow/numerals silkscreened in choice of color

YLM (set of 11)

Goal Line Markers
 Ideal for field marking, as well as for drills
 Molded from orange flexible PVC
 4” sq. and 18” high with weighted safety base
 Pylons are sold in sets of four
GLM (set of 4)

$1,100/ea.

Wind Directional Flags
 Included with all AAE football goals, but also
available separately

 Two-ply, red nylon fabric (4”W x 42”L)
WDF
WDF-4 (set of 4)

$14/ea.
$54

$50

$650

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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AAE decided to branch out in the early 1990s with its own
batting tunnels, backstop netting, outfield wall padding
and baseball foul poles. We’re building the equipment
teams need to make the great American pastime even
better. With field equipment like team benches and
bleachers, your fans and players will be comfortable all
the way through the bottom of the 9th.
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Batting Tunnels & Foul Poles
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

BT-121470-DUAL Model Shown

Dual & Triple Batting Tunnels
 Increase your batting practice area two-fold, or even three-fold, within a




smaller footprint of your valuable field space
Engineered to withstand the rigors of both practice and the elements
No tedious tie-down cables extending beyond the posts with our system
Offset main uprights are fabricated of 4” diameter aluminum tubing, which
install into aluminum ground sleeves

 Swivel pulleys with eyebolts are mounted at top to raise and lower the


protective netting
Available in the two standard sizes or call for details on custom manufacturing
to your specs

BT-141455-DUAL (14’H x 14’W x 55’L)
BT-121470-DUAL (12’H x 14’W x 70’L)

All-Aluminum Foul Poles
 Main post fabricated of either 4”

AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty




BT-121470 Model Shown

Single Batting Tunnels
 Engineered to withstand the rigors of both practice and the elements
 No tedious tie-down cables extending beyond the posts with our system
 Offset main uprights are fabricated of 4” diameter aluminum tubing, which



install into aluminum ground sleeves
Swivel pulleys with eyebolts are mounted at top to raise and lower the
protective netting
Available in the two standard sizes or call for details on custom manufacturing
to your specs

BT-141455 (14’H x 14’W x 55’L)
$3,675
$3,895
BT-121470 (12’H x 14’W x 70’L)
BT-CUSTOM
visit AAEsports.com or call for pricing





$8,750
$8,750
AAE
Extended

12-Year
diameter structural aluminum
Limited
tube for 22’ above ground model
Warranty
or larger 6” diameter tube for 30’
above ground model
Winged model features offset screen fabricated of
a 1-1/2” aluminum lockcrimp mesh, encased on the
entire perimeter by a slotted, welded aluminum
frame for maximum rigidity
Optional Hinged Baseplate Kit (shown
right) available for multi-purpose fields
that require frequent sport changeover
to expedite installation/removal - all
stainless steel kit includes: (1) ground
sleeve post; (1) welded plate with
hinges; (1) post sleeve with mounting
plate and all necessary hardware for
one foul pole
Both models feature a yellow powder-coated
finish for high visibility and minimal maintenance
Other colors and custom sizes also available
Aluminum ground sleeves included

SAFP-22 (straight - 22’ high)
SAFP-30 (straight - 30’ high)
AFP-22 (winged - 22’ high)
AFP-30 (winged - 30’ high)
HD-FP-22 (22’ high, hinged kit)
HD-FP-30 (30’ high, hinged kit)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$950/pr.
$1,800/pr.
$1,875/pr.
$3,750/pr.
$995/ea.
$1,295/ea.
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Backstop Netting
Baseball Backstop Systems
 Ultimate solution for a baseball field that needs





the flexibility to remove a backstop, but can also be
used permanently
Semi-permanent design allows netting to be easily
lowered/removed at the end of your season, in the
event of high winds or when not in use
Pulley system to lower and raise nets - 1-3/4” sq.
net stops baseballs & softballs
Uprights range from 6” to 8” in diameter in straight
and offset (installed outside field of play) post
models - system heights range from 20’-40’
Mill finish standard on posts (custom powdercoating also available for an additional cost)

BBS-20
BBS-25
BBS-30
BBS-35
BBS-40

$85/linear foot
$100/linear foot
$130/linear foot
$145/linear foot
$160/linear foot

BBS-35 Model Shown

BBS-30 Model Shown

BBS-30 Model Shown

BBS-30-CD_12 Model Shown

Baseball Backstop - Cable Design
 Whether you are looking to utilize existing posts/poles or searching for an




entire system, AAE can supply the necessary materials to accomplish a cable
tensioned backstop
Heavy-duty 1-3/4” sq. knotted nylon net (2.5mm twine size), UV stabilized,
stops baseballs & softballs, custom fit with a 1/4”MFP rope border
Systems feature vinyl-coated galvanized steel cables with heavy-duty
galvanized steel tensioning hardware
AAE will specify the proper posts (size/diameter/material/wall thickness),
specific hardware as well as engineered concrete footings and have all
detailed spec drawings professionally stamped for your project’s location

BBS-CD

BBS-CD_CUSTOM Model Shown at University of Pennsylvania
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starting at $25,000

BBS-30-CD_12
model shown
during installation.

Field Essentials
NEW! Scoreboard Netting System
 Designed to protect your outfield scoreboard from ball impact without obstructing
view of scoreboard with posts

 Specially fabricated mounting brackets clamp to scoreboard I-beam supports



(customized to your dimensions)
Integrates into new or existing Multi-Sport BallStopper® System (SNS-MBS) or
install as stand-alone system (SNS)
Pulley system to lower and raise nets (netting not included)

SNS (stand-alone)
SNS-MBS (MBS integration)

visit AAEsports.com or call for pricing
visit AAEsports.com or call for pricing

Custom mounting
bracket anchors
netting on SNS-MBS
model.
SNS-MBS Model Shown

SNS Model Shown

NEW! Field Savers
 Great for covering areas that are most important to





stay dry in an economical way
Protect your pitching mound (20’ dia.), home plate
(26’ or 30’ dia.) and bases (10’ x 10’)
Heavy duty, 18 oz. reinforced vinyl cover (see color
chart below)
Weighted around perimeter - no sandbags or
stakes necessary
Custom graphics printed directly onto the material
via the TuffPrint™ process: ultra-durable imaging
using premium inks of unlimited color selection
and gradient shading

FS-MOUND (20’ diameter)
FS-HOME/26 (26’ diameter)
FS-HOME/30 (30’ diameter)
FS-BASE/1 (one only)
FS-BASE/3 (set of three)

$595
$875
$1,025
$255
$695

FS-MOUND Model Shown

COLOR CHART
GREEN

ROYAL
BLUE

RED

NAVY
BLUE

Home Plate Waffle
Bottom

Home Plate
w/ Anchor

BH86

BH87

$82

ORANGE

$105

* Other model plates & bases available. Call for pricing.

YELLOW

BLACK

Home Plate Cherry Hardwood
Bottom
BH88

GRAY

SKY
BLUE

MAROON

PURPLE

WHITE

TAN

KELLY
GREEN

Pro Model 4-Way
Pitcher’s Rubber

Pro Step Down
Pitcher’s Rubber

(also available in youth sizes)

(also available in youth sizes)

BH81

BH82

$84

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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$105

Anchor Bases
M500

$215

$94

Wall & Fence Padding

Fence Backstop Padding
 Attach padding to your fence to reduce bounce-back




FBP-GR

and protect your catcher
Available in 2” or 3” thick Soft IFD 100 foam encased in
18 oz. PVC coated vinyl
Choice of brass grommets (see top inset photo) 12”
apart on all 4 sides with zip ties or 3/4” backerboard
with 3” washers for fence attachment (see bottom inset
photo)
Available in variety of colors (see color chart below)

Backstop Wall Pads
 Pad your stadium or field walls to protect your




FBP-BB

FBP-GR/2 (grommets/2” foam)
FBP-GR/3 (grommets/3” foam)
FBP-BB/2 (backerboard/2” foam)
FBP-BB/3 (backerboard/3” foam)

$9.50/sq. ft.
$11.50/sq. ft.
$12.25/sq. ft.
$13.75/sq. ft.




players from injury when they’re catching fly balls
Available in 2” or 3” thick Soft IFD 100 foam
Same 18 oz. PVC coated covering as our Fence Backstop Padding, but with an
added 3/4” exterior grade plywood backing
Choice of brass grommets 12” apart on all 4 sides or 2” Velcro for combining
padding for longer lengths
Attaches to wall via a 2” aluminum bracket (inset photo)
Available in variety of colors (see color chart below)

WP

starting at $25/linear foot

COLOR CHART
GREEN

ROYAL
BLUE

RED

NAVY
BLUE

ORANGE

YELLOW

BLACK

GRAY

SKY
BLUE

MAROON

PURPLE

WHITE

TAN

KELLY
GREEN

Removable Outfield Walls
 Perfect safety addition for multi-use fields that



cannot have a permanent fence installed for
baseball or softball
Welded aluminum frames are manufactured in
standard 10’ sections, 4’ or 5’ high
Padding is comprised of a 3” thick dual
layered foam, encased in an 18 oz. double
knife-coated vinyl (color of choice)

ROW-4 (4’ high)
ROW-5 (5’high)

$132/linear foot
$163/linear foot

Portable Outfield Walls
 Padded removable 10’ sections offer a higher


ROW-4 Model Shown
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level of safety to your playing field with no inground installtion required
Rear-weighted self-standing, portable bases
(stake holes for high wind areas) are steel with
welded stainless steel inserts - vinyl coated
“Caution Yellow”
Padding is comprised of a 3” thick dual
layered foam, encased in an 18 oz. double knifecoated vinyl (color of choice)

Heavy-duty welded
aluminum frames with
rounded corners install
into portable bases.

POW (4’ high)

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$163/linear foot

Fences & Accessories

NEW! Portable Outfield Fence
 All-aluminum 4’ high standard 10’ sections are ideal





to create a portable outfield barrier with no in-ground
installtion required
Rear-weighted self-standing, portable bases (stake
holes for high wind areas) are steel with welded
stainless steel inserts - vinyl coated “Caution Yellow”
Configure in various formats (see top inset photo) to
re-purpose for other events
Optional Premium SafeFoam® Padding (see middle
inset photo), 3/4” thick standard 8’ length yellow
vinyl-coated skin, helps protect players and create a
more visible boundry
Optional cart stores up to 30 sections (see bottom
inset photo), which equates to 300 linear feet

POF-4
SFP-2
POF-CART

Windscreens
 Perfect solution for dugouts, sports fields and courts


SFP-2

POF-CART

$68/linear foot
$34/ea.
$2,895/ea.

FenceCrown®
 Cap off the top of outfield chainlink fence and provide a smoother contact area




and a visual aid for outfielders
Available in two colors, black or yellow
Available in two coil sizes, 100’ or 250’
Secure with 19” wire ties (WT-100/19) sold separately

FC-100 (100’ coil)
FC-250 (250’ coil)
WT-100/19 (100 pieces/bag)








located in areas that experience a lot of wind
Fabricated of ultra-strong 6-ply polyester - 4-ply
reinforced binding at hem and 2-ply on main windscreen (see color chart on
page 44)
All hems are 1-1/2” wide and sewn with 4-ply black polyester thread
UV-treated for maximum sunlight protection
Brass Tooth Grommets are spaced 18” apart (custom spacing available) on all
sides and secure with 120lbs. tensile strength cable ties
Comes in standard 5’, 6’ and 9’ heights, finished to the length you need
Boxed Air Vents or Wind Flaps can be added for extreme wind conditions
Custom graphics printed directly onto the material via the TuffPrint™ process:
ultra-durable imaging using premium inks of unlimited color selection and
gradient shading (see inset photo)

WNDSCRN

$1.80/sq.ft.

Fence Rail & Post Pads
 Perfect finishing touch to any baseball or softball field’s outfield chain link fence
 Our FP Series - Fence Pads are available to pad your top fence rail and vertical
fence post to offer a higher level of safety to your playing field

 Padding is comprised of a 3” thick polyurethane foam, encased in an 18 oz.
double knife-coated vinyl (color of choice)

$150
$260
$28/bag

 Military spec hardware for pad attachment to frame
FP-R/3 (3’ rail)
FP-R/5 (5’ rail)
FP-R/7 (7’ rail)
FP-R/8 (8’ rail)

$155/ea.
$225/ea.
$315/ea.
$360/ea.

FP-P/3 (3’ post)
FP-P/5 (5’ post)
FP-P/7 (7’ post)
FP-P/8 (8’ post)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$155/ea.
$225/ea.
$315/ea.
$360/ea.
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The sport of lacrosse is growing fast
around the nation. What is the newest
trend in lacrosse? Our portable press
boxes (also known as DONKEYs.) They
are equipped with built in storage
and even a penalty bench… for your
“more aggressive” players. However,
we are here for all your lacrosse needs
whether it is lacrosse goals, lacrosse
nets or lacrosse backstop nets.
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Lacrosse Goals, Nets & Balls
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

NEW! Portable Lacrosse Backstop
 Lacrosse balls shot on goal are a strong force that can hurt someone or cause

Lacrosse Goals & Nets
 Don’t settle for cheap imitation goals... ours combines the assets of both












property damage - so this system should help minimize these occurrences
Slotted ground bar with net clips eliminates any balls from going under the net
and provides stability to the system
Fabricated of 2” square aluminum posts inserted into fabricated aluminum
self-standing bases
Angled bases create a 45 degree hexagonal layout to cut down on the trajectory
of shots to help maximize stoppage, as well as providing even further stability
to the system
Synthetic UV-treated netting (1-1/2” sq. x 10’ high x 30’ long) has a 1/4” MFP
rope border
Optional vinyl sandbags (see page 61) provide additional stability
Mill finish standard on posts and bases
Custom powder-coating available for additional cost

PLB

$950







aluminum and steel - offering one of the most durable lacrosse goals available
6’ x 6’ regulation goal mouth (4’ x 4’ for indoor model) is welded into one piece
and fabricated from 1.90” diameter structural aluminum extrusion
Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment along
groundbars and goal mouth - no unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro
Ground frame is made from two structurally-reinforced, steel flat bars that bolt
together in the rear with a trapezoidal steel plate
Vinyl-coated black base provides rust protection and all hardware is stainless steel
Standard goal mouth is powder-coated orange; a white powder-coated goal
mouth is available upon request at no additional charge
Official 6’ x 6’ white knotless nylon net (both 4mm or 6mm) - Indoor 4’ x 4’ net
(4mm only) - all feature white nylon border for greater strength and durability

LG
LG-I (4’ x 4’ indoor)
LNP/4 (standard, 4mm, white)
LNP/6 (premium, 6mm, white)
LNP-I/4 (indoor, 4mm, white)

$1,900/pr.
$1,595/pr.
$240/pr.
$300/pr.
$280/pr.

2’

Lacrosse Target Goal
Rollaway Goal Wheels
 Scaled down version of our Lacrosse Goal developed  Perfect for goals moved on a daily basis - just tilt
to help increase shooter accuracy

and roll

 Nominal dimensions 2’H x 2’W x 3’D
 Set up one, or many, for drills in practice
 Weighs only 30 lbs., so can be easily moved
LTG

$575

 10” pneumatic tires mounted on 3/4” diameter


stainless steel axle with all stainless hardware
Stainless pull-pin allows wheel to be easily
inserted or removed for storage

RW-LG (set of 4)

$395

Official Lacrosse Balls
 Made of durable rubber
 Meet NFHS and NCAA outdoor play specifications
OLB-W/12 (white)
OLB-Y/12 (yellow)
OLB-O/12 (orange)
OLB-B/12 (blue)
OLB-G/12 (fluorescent green)
OLB-P/12 (purple, not shown)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$29/dz.
$29/dz.
$29/dz.
$29/dz.
$46/dz.
$46/dz.
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With popularity of our football goal posts, soccer
goals and lacrosse goals swelling, field hockey goals
were added to complete our goal line in the mid 70s.
But we had to improve the design – so ours were the
first offered with a bottom board cushioning system
that substantially increased the life of our field hockey
goals over competitors’ models. And we didn’t stop
there because today you can even customize your
bottomboards to compliment your school’s branding.
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Field Hockey Goals & Accessories
AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

Optional
nal
Back Bar

FHG-FIH-PC Model Shown in Red with
Custom Wraps on Backboards /Sideboards

FHG Model Shown with Custom Bottomboards

HS/NCAA Field Hockey Goals
 Features our 2” square slotted structural aluminum extrusion with rounded

International Field Hockey Goals
 Reinforced offset side stays w/ gussets & welded dual net attachment rings meet

 Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment and

 Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment and

 Front goal mouth (powder-coated white) and rear frame are heli-arc welded

 Front goal mouth (powder-coated white) and rear frame are heli-arc welded into





outside safety corners

eliminates the unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro





into a one-piece construction and bolted together with welded sidebars for
maximum strength and stability
18” high synthetic black bottomboards offer high impact resistance - won’t
crack or splinter
Boards bolt to a welded, reinforced aluminum framework with all stainless
steel hardware
Custom decals or wraps available for additional cost
Pre-drilled to accept optional RW-FHG Rollaway Wheels

FHG
RW-FHG (set of 4)

$3,350/pr.
$395

all International Field Hockey goal regulations

eliminates the unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro






a one-piece construction and bolted together with welded sidebars for maximum
strength and stability
Features 2” square structural aluminum extrusion with rounded outside safety
corners - standard mill finish on goal frame
Optional powder-coating of entire frame in color of your choice available
18” high synthetic black bottomboards bolt to a welded, reinforced aluminum
framework with all stainless steel hardware
Custom decals or wraps available for additional cost
Pre-drilled to accept optional RW-FHG Rollaway Wheels with optional back bar
for ease of moving - call for details

FHG-FIH
FHG-FIH-PC (powder-coating entire frame)
RW-FHG (set of 4)

$4,400/pr.
$1,200/pr.
$395

Replacement Bottomboards available

Bottomboard Cushioning System
 Eliminates wear and tear from repetitive driving

Field Hockey Nets
 Made for both HS/NCAA and international style

shots while also extending the life of custom decals

 Shock absorbing 2” polyethylene encased in 18 oz.


black vinyl cover with velcro flap for quick
attachment and removal
Six 4’ long interchangeable pads, which are easy to
carry and store, are included

BCS (set of 6)

$880




goals, 2.5 mm twisted poly and woven into 1-l/2”
sq. mesh
Official size - 7’ high, 12’ wide, 4’ deep
Outdoor protective black coating applied for
greater wear and durability

FHN-1
FHN-FIH/G (green, int’l)
FHN-FIH/B (black, int’l)

$210/pr.
$500/pr.
$650/pr.

Practice Field Hockey Goal
 Mini version of our field hockey goal w/ inside
dimensions: 3’H x 6’W x 2’D

 3/8” thick rubber surface is applied to rear ground
bar to keep high impact area from wearing

 Tilt and Roll feature with dual heavy-duty rubber
wheels

FHG-PG

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$755/ea.
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Stadiums and fields host more than just athletes. Make sure you have
the peripheral equipment you need for a successful athletic program.
Our video/band towers, portable bleachers, scorer’s tables, team
benches, and team shelters are indispensable... and our DONKEY®
elevated sports platform and portable press box products make sure
coaches and media have the best seats in the house.
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Portable Press Boxes
DONKEY®: Ultimate Media Packages
AAE
Extended

Whether you choose a DONKEY® with or without storage,
you can take it to a whole new level with one of our
Ultimate Media Packages, which includes:
 DONKEY-1 Portable 4’ High Elevated Press Box
without Storage OR DONKEY-2 Portable 4’ High
Elevated Press Box with Lockable Storage, either
offering 8’ viewing height
 Bird’s Nest Video Tower - provides an unobstructed
12’ viewing height (optional 15’ for added cost)
of the field for filming/coaching plus a 4’ long
referee’s bench underneath
 Hitch Attachment - allows DONKEY and tower to be
connected to a utility vehicle and towed for simple
relocation
 Penalty Bench - an aluminum seat that extends
across the front of the DONKEY
 Weather Screens - provides superior foul weather
protection on back and sides of units
 Aluminum Front Banner/Table - shows team spirit
with a multi-color decal of your school name and/
or logo and both are powder-coated in the color of
your choice (see color chart)
 Aluminum Canopies - give a sleek, finished look
to both DONKEY and Bird’s Nest Video Tower and
is powder-coated in the color of your choice (see
color chart)
DONKEY-1/UMP (without storage)
DONKEY-2/UMP (with storage)

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

DONKEY-2/UMP Model Shown
Optional lockable
storage area of the
DONKEY-2 provides
easy access to field
equipment.

$28,995
$31,995

COLOR CHART
GRAY

WHITE

BLACK

YELLOW

BLUE

RED

GREEN

ORANGE

NAVY

BROWN

PURPLE

MAROON

AAE
Extended

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

Side-By-Side DONKEY-2 Models Shown with Optional
Bird’s Nest Video Tower and Wheel Protector Pads

DONKEY®: Non-Storage Model
 Serves as a scoring center/video station/officiating center/broadcast booth

DONKEY®: Storage Model
 Portable, elevated press box that offers great flexibility to your entire

 Anodized aluminum bench slides forward and back for easy access to the

 Same as DONKEY-1 in every way, except it also includes an enclosed, lockable

depending on the sport or activity - fully portable from field to field






generously sized, 18” deep scorer’s table
Durable aluminum frame is manufactured with structural, mill finish featuring
fluted flooring and ladder steps with safety handle
Nominal dimensions 11’H x 7’W x 11’L with inside clearance of 6’ 2”
Sleek, powder-coated aluminum canopy, table and customizable banner (see
color chart) are now standard
Lockable flat-free/foam-filled wheels (two fixed, two swivel) for when the unit
is in use

DONKEY-1 (8’ viewing height)

athletic program





storage compartment (see inset above) for extra on-field storage (over 160
cubic feet)
Nominal dimensions 11’H x 7’W x 11’L with inside clearance of 6’ 2”
Sleek, powder-coated aluminum canopy, table and customizable banner (see
color chart) are now standard
Lockable flat-free/foam-filled wheels (two fixed, two swivel) for when the unit
is in use

DONKEY-2 (8’ viewing height)

$18,750

$15,450

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Scoring Centers
DONKEY®: 2’ High Elevated
 Most economical model for perfect scorer’s







AAE
Extended

15-Year

stations for nearly all sports
Durable, low profile aluminum frame is modified to
6’W x 11’L x 8’ 6”H
Anodized aluminum bench slides forward and back
for easy access to the generously sized, 18” deep
scorer’s table
Aluminum canopy provides protection from the
elements, gives a sleek, finished look and is
powder-coated in the color of your choice
Powder-coated aluminum front banner comes
standard; AAE will customize with customer
provided graphics
Non-slip, fluted flooring and one ladder step
Lockable flat-free/foam-filled wheels (two fixed,
two swivel) for when the unit is in use

DONKEY-3 (6’ viewing height)

Limited
Warranty

DONKEY-3 Model Shown w/
Optional Full Vinyl Wrap Banner

$10,995

DONKEY®: 3’ High Elevated
 Durable, low profile aluminum frame is

AAE
Extended

modified to 6’W x 11’L x 9’ 6”H

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

 Anodized aluminum bench slides forward and back





for easy access to the generously sized, 18” deep
scorer’s table
Aluminum canopy provides protection from the
elements, gives a sleek, finished look and is
powder-coated in the color of your choice
Aluminum front banner shows team spirit with a
multi-color decal of your school name and/or logo
and is powder-coated in the color of your choice
Non-slip, fluted flooring and three-step ladder
Lockable flat-free/foam-filled wheels (two fixed,
two swivel) for when the unit is in use

DONKEY-4 (7’ viewing height)

$13,195

Rear view of DONKEY-4 featuring optional Powder-coated
Aluminum Back Banner (DONKEY-BB-A) for additional branding.

Unibody Scorer’s Tables
 Single structured scoring area with


UST-7.5/P-FB Model Shown
with Optional Powder-coating & Front Banner





UST-7.5/SP Model Shown
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AAE
Extended

15-Year
7’ 6” long bench and 20” deep
Limited
tabletop for writing pads/laptops
Warranty
Semi-permanent model includes
stainless steel hardware for mounting
Portable model is a tilt-n-roll design featuring
detachable 10” pneumatic tires
Aluminum plank 12” wide seats and 10” wide
backrests are anodized to protect uniforms and
clothing from marks
Welded 1-1/4” x 2” rectangular aluminum supports
with UHMW glide feature for movable bench
Optional powder-coated tabletop and frame and/
or aluminum front banner available

UST-7.5/SP (semi-permanent)
UST-7.5/P (portable)
UST-7.5-FB (front banner)
UST-7.5-PC (powder-coating)

$1,650
$2,195
$555
$375

Exclusive! DONKEY Dream Design
 If you can dream it, AAE can make it! Take any

model DONKEY and tweak it to fit your exact needs

 Custom DONKEY-4 shown above with modified


platform size, elevated seating, dual scorer’s tables,
separate rear access ladder, contoured seats and
custom banner decals
Contact our product design team to make your
DONKEY dream a reality

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

Scoring Solutions & Accessories
NEW! Platform Canopy Structure
 Whether you mount it to existing bleachers or a field-level concrete pad, this







unit will create the perfect shaded structure
Provide us with your field measurements and we’ll custom fabricate to
accommodate your facility requirements
All-aluminum 2” x 3” rectangular welded frame structure with 1/4” thick
mounting plates to be attached via included 3/8” stainless steel hardware
(onsite drilling required)
Powder-coated aluminum canopy (see color chart on page 51) is fabricated
of 1/8” thick aluminum with welded border
Canopy features built-in attachment strips along three sides for optional
weather screens (see below) for further protection from the elements
Add an optional 18” deep table top to maximize platform space and create a
unibody structure; eliminating the need for folding table
Skip the folding chairs and add optional Captain’s Chairs (see below) to
create a semi-permanent seating area; typically 24” space for each chair

PCS-CUSTOM
PCS-TABLE

AAE
Extended

10-Year

starting at $3,500
$595

Limited
Warranty

Aluminum mounting
bracket secured in
four locations to
existing platform.

PRODUCT

Navy Blue powdercoated aluminum
scorer’s tabletop.

MODEL
Bird’s Nest Video Tower
Provides additional height for an
unobstructed 12’ or 15’ viewing
height of the field.

Weather Screens
Three-sided enclosure with clear
vinyl windows for 360° view.

Plexi-Glass Enclosures
Various models to help cut down on
outside noise for announcers and
further impede the elements.

Wheel Protector Pads

PRICE

DONKEY-BN/12

$9,495

(12’ viewing)

$11,995

DONKEY-BN/15
(15’ viewing)

Galvanized steel hinged arm with 2”
coupler connects your DONKEY to any
utility vehicle for easy relocation.

Penalty Bench

Seat Cushions

DONKEY-PFP (front panel)
DONKEY-TPG (3-sided)
DONKEY-TPG-X (3-sided, full)

$2,650
$5,295
$5,895

Custom Seating

$995/pr.

Captain’s Chair

DONKEY-WPP

PRICE

DONKEY-PB

$435

DONKEY-BC (back cushion)
DONKEY-SC (seat cushion)

$395
$395

Built-in penalty bench for lacrosse
that sits along front wheel frame.

$1,695
$2,095

Double knife-coated vinyl cushions in
various colors sized to fit our DONKEY
seats and backrests.

Elevated seating adds a second row,
while contoured seats offer
additional comfort.

DONKEY-ES (elevated seating)
DONKEY-CS (contoured seat)

$2,985
$115/ea.

DONKEY-CC (captain’s chair)

$395/ea.

DONKEY-SP/WS (w/o speakers)
DONKEY-SP/SS (standard)
DONKEY-SP-PS (premium)

$935
$1,295
$1,935

Contoured seat with height
adjustable independent aluminum
swivel base.
DONKEY-BB-A

$795

Powder-coated aluminum banner
that rivets to back frame to display
school or sponsors’ logo.

Hitch Attachment

MODEL

DONKEY-WS
PCS-WS (custom)

Thick foam padding that provides
extra protection by concealing wheel
units on three sides and top.

Aluminum Back Banner

PRODUCT

Speaker Packages
All models include wire run through
frame cover supports on both sides
to underneath scorers table for
center connectivity.

DONKEY-HA

$495

Video Camera Unipod
Maximize platform space with this
attachment featuring telescopic
height adjustment.

VCU-RM (rail mount)
VCU-BM (base mount)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$425
$515
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Sideline Solutions
NEW! Bleacher Scorer’s Table
 Turn existing bleachers into an instant sideline





AAE
Extended

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

scoring center
All-aluminum construction with custom powdercoated table top in color of your choice
Overall Size: 8’W x 3’H x 18”D
Welded aluminum base features black vinyl knobs
that clamp down on existing bleacher planking
Optional contoured seats not only reserve space
for official scorers, but also gives the scoring area
a finished look

BST-8 (8’ length)
CS (contoured seat)

$1,595
$85/ea.

Specially welded
base tightens with
knobs around existing
bleachers for secure fit.

BST-8 Model Shown with
Optional Contoured Seats

AAE Extended

10-Year
Limited Warranty
Optional Trainer’s Table

Players’ Sideline Shelter
 Semi-permanent, all-weather unit provides all-around protection from the







elements to players on the sideline
All-aluminum construction with nearly 600 weld points - only heavy gauge
aluminum and polycarbonate materials for maximum durability
Overall Size: 8’H x 16’W x 7’D
Tinted 1/4” thick plexi-glass on sides/back of shelter does not obstruct view
Elevated anodized aluminum shelf (24”D) has hinged cover with pneumatic
device that opens to internal storage compartment (see inset photo), which
accommodates approximately 45 sq.ft. of storage space for athletes’ gear
Anodized aluminum 12” seat and 10” backrest
Powder-coated aluminum canopy in team color comes standard
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Storage area

Anchor Solution #1

Anchor Solution #2

 Optional Trainer’s Table (TT) measuring 32”H x 66”W x 24”D with 18 oz. double



knife-coated vinyl encased 2” thick foam pad that attaches to underside of
shelter and is retractable (can be added to any unit)
Ultimate Sideline Package of four (4) Players’ Sideline Shelters provides shelter
for both home team and visitors
Engineered to withstand a sustained 75MPH wind load when anchored
properly (see photos above):
Anchor Solution #1: Anchor to concrete pad abutting playing field.
Anchor Solution #2: Anchor to concrete piers (4) below artificial turf.

PSS-15 (15’)
PSS-USP (ultimate sideline package)
PSS-TT (trainer’s table only)

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

$19,500
$69,500
$1,595

Field & Event Accessories
AAE
Extended

15-Year
Limited
Warranty

PMT-15 Model Shown

Portable Multi-Purpose & Band Towers
 Portable, yet sturdy, solutions for shooting game/practice/band video or for
elevating coaches to observe/drill teams

 Heavy-duty 16” diameter flat-free pneumatic swivel wheel casters (4) with





MPT Model Shown with
Optional Canopy & Lectern

PBT-15 Model Shown

brakes easily move across any surface and/or in any direction
All-aluminum maintenance-free roof (PMT models) overhangs 6” on all sides
and can be custom powder-coated in your team’s color
Band tower without canopy (PBT models) is a more economical alternative if no
roof is required
Detachable aluminum ladder leads up to a hinged door, creating a safer
access point
Three models available with the following video heights to fit your video and
filming needs: 8’-6”, 12’-6” and 15’-0”

PBT-8 (8’-6” viewing height, without canopy)
PMT-8 (8’-6” viewing height)
PBT-12 (12’ viewing height, without canopy)
PMT-12 (12’ viewing height)
PBT-15 (15’ viewing height, without canopy)
PMT-15 (15’ viewing height)

$7,450
$9,950
$11,850
$14,350
$16,250
$18,750

Multi-Purpose Tower
 Perfect for coaches, camera operators and even band conductors
 Sturdily constructed of a rust-proof, heavy-duty galvanized steel frame designed







to be anchored on a concrete pad adjacent to your field or
between multiple fields
Lower and upper decks are fabricated of aluminum planking, offering over 36 sq.
ft. of space on each level
Galvanized steel frames and mesh side panels offer superior stability
Detachable aluminum ladder leads up to a hinged door - safer access point
Optional all-aluminum maintenance-free roof overhangs 6” on all sides and can
be custom powder-coated in your team’s color
Overall height without a canopy is 10’ 8” and with a canopy it’s 16’ 3”
Other options sold separately: video camera unipod; lectern with drawer

MPT (without canopy)
MPT-C (canopy only)
VCU-RM (unipod only)
MPT-L (lectern only)

$18,750
$1,450
$425
$415
AAE
Extended

10-Year
Limited
Warranty

Caravan Aluma Canopies
 Made completely of durable, weather-proof

Crowd Control Fencing
 Sturdier, more flexible temporary fencing option

All-Purpose Carriers
 All-aluminum deck has a fluted, non-slip surface

 Designed for simple set up
 Custom silkscreening available for an extra fee
 Convenient carry bag included

 Panels (4’H x 8’W) fabricated of 2” sq.

 Four 12” heavy-duty pneumatic wheel casters
 AC-S models feature removable aluminum

aluminum

CAC-1010 (10’ x 10’)
CAC-1015 (10’ x 15’)
CAC-1020 (10’ x 20’)

$875
$1,100
$1,400

than existing barriers on the market




aluminum extrusions and two extra supports with
welded aluminum wire mesh
Aluminum posts (sold separately) have open hinge
design, eliminating need for hardware and making
it easy to create corners or diagonal paths
Mill finish standard for both panels and posts

CCF (fence panel)
CCP (post)

$670/ea
$85/ea.

to help hold items securely

side rails for added flexibility

AC-12A (6’ x 12’)
AC-10A (5’ x 10’)
AC-8A (4’ x 8’)
AC-12AS (6’ x 12’ with side rails)
AC-10AS (5’ x 10’ with side rails)
AC-8AS (4’ x 8’ with side rails)
AC-HA (hitch attachment)

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471

$2,950
$2,400
$2,100
$3,700
$3,100
$2,700
$495
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Custom Seating System

Endzone Platform
 Custom designed and fabricated platform system
 Accomodates 60 exclusive VIP seats in the south endzone at Lincoln Financial
Field - Home of the Philadelphia Eagles

 Luxurious on-field seating is growing trend in professional stadium renovations
 Custom aluminum platform measures 2’ high x 9’ deep x 150’ long
 3” square aluminum understructure with added cross brace supports
 Custom fabricated 4-step stairs with railing at one end, with custom handicap


accessible ramp with railing at other end
Specially designed camera platform with independent suspension elimnates
chance of shaky video coverage caused by people walking on endzone platform

EZP

visit AAEsports.com or call for pricing

Platform shown with third-party
captain’s chairs ready for install
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All-aluminum access ramp with
handrails behind seating

Individual platform components
were manufactured in AAE’s shop
and delivered for on-site install

Independently suspended
camera platform stabilizes video
equipment to avoid potential
tremors from people walking on
endzone platform

Stairs from first level stadium
seating down onto endzone
platform

East view of platform with attached
AAE removable wall padding

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

Seating

PB-315/ICC Model Shown with Optional Powder-coating

Portable Bleachers
 Lighter and more portable because total height is under 30”, so cumber-some
features (i.e. double footboards, fencing, aisles) are not required

PTB-21B/PRO Model Shown

Pro Team Benches
 Scaled and designed specifically for football players and other athletes requiring
a more spacious seating area

 Welded tier frames and steel crossbracing to increase rigidity
 Seats are 12” wide with 10” wide backrests fabricated of anodized aluminum
 All steel components are galvanized after fabrication and all assembly hardware planks sealed with aluminum caps (powder-coating available for additional cost)
is stainless steel; optional Rollaway Wheels available
 Additional galvanized steel bars support and stabilize heavier loads
 Anodized aluminum plank seats (sealed with aluminum caps) protect clothing,  Available in lengths of 7’ 6”, 15’ or 21’
while footboards are mill finish (powder-coating available for additional cost)  Custom silkscreen in the color of your choice is also available at additional cost
 All planking (2” x 12”) is fastened with aluminum clips, stainless steel
 Optional Pro Team Bench Cart (see inset photo) available for easy relocation
bolts and nuts; ribbed texture on all planking for better traction
of benches

 Meets current ICC regulations
PB-315/ICC (3 rows/15’ long/30 seats)
PB-321/ICC (3 rows/21’ long/42 seats)
PB-415/ICC (4 rows/15’ long/40 seats)
PB-421/ICC (4 rows/21’ long/56 seats)
RW-PB (rollaway wheels)

$2,075
$2,750
$2,750
$3,300
$395/pr.

PTB-7.5B/PRO (7’6” with backrest)
PTB-15B/PRO (15’ with backrest)
PTB-21B/PRO (21’ with backrest)
PTB-C/PRO (cart only)

Portable Team Benches with Shelf
 Designed for gear storage with an extended

Portable Team Benches
 Bench supports are formed from rectangular







20” deep shelf off the backrest - convert into
a scorer’s table by simply turning it around
Aluminum plank 12” wide seats and 10” wide
backrests are anodized to protect uniforms
and clothing
Optional silkscreen on backrest with your
school name/nickname in color of your choice

PTB-7.5B/S (7’6” with backrest/shelf)
PTB-15B/S (15’ with backrest/shelf)
PTB-21B/S (21’ with backrest/shelf)

$995
$1,550
$1,975

Double-duty - use shelf for
gear storage or turn the
entire bench around to use
shelf as a scorer’s table.



steel bars, welded and then galvanized after
fabrication
Plank ends are sealed with aluminum caps
and attached to supports with aluminum clips,
stainless steel bolts and nuts
Backrest models can be silkscreened with your
school name/nickname in color of your choice

PTB-7.5 (7’6” without backrest)
PTB-15 (15’ without backrest)
PTB-21 (21’ without backrest)
PTB-7.5B (7’6” with backrest)
PTB-15B (15’ with backrest)
PTB-21B (21’ with backrest)

$380
$485
$600
$660
$875
$1,100

$995
$1,165
$1,600
$575

Permanent/Semi-Permanent Benches
 Permanent model is set in place when concrete is


poured around the support posts
Semi-Permanent model has welded plate that attach
to concrete pad with provided expansion shields

TB-7.5-P (7’6” without backrest/perm)
$385
TB-7.5-SP (7’6” without backrest/semi-perm) $385
TB-7.5B-P (7’6” with backrest/perm)
$660
TB-7.5B-SP (7’6” with backrest/semi-perm) $660
TB-15-P (15’ without backrest/perm)
$485
TB-15-SP (15’ without backrest/semi-perm) $485
$875
TB-15B-P (15’ with backrest/perm)
$875
TB-15B-SP (15’ with backrest/semi-perm)
$600
TB-21-P (21’ without backrest/perm)
TB-21-SP (21’ without backrest/semi-perm) $600
$1,100
TB-21B-P (21’ with backrest/perm)
TB-21B-SP (21’ with backrest/semi-perm) $1,100

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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The late 1980s saw an increase in multi-purpose
sports fields – especially the inside track area used for
everything from football and soccer to lacrosse and
field hockey. This congestion of crossover practices
created a ball containment problem that AAE solved
with our Ball Stopper sports netting. Unique safety
aspects of this backstop netting help protect other
athletes, bystanders and property from the danger of
stray balls.
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In-Ground BallStopper® Systems
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

HBS-1 Model Shown with
Standard Anodized Black Finish

CBS Custom Model Shown

NEW! Curtain BallStopper®
 Innovative design features only two posts (installed outside field of play) with

Ground Sleeve BallStopper®
 10’ high semi-permanent design allows netting to be easily lowered in the event



 Fabricated of 2-3/8” dia. heavy-wall aluminum posts installed into ground sleeves
 1-1/2” sq. Synthetic UV-treated HTPP knotless netting has a




cabled net curtain (can slide open and closed along top and bottom cables) for
complete endzone protection
Features 8” sq. heavy-duty steel posts installed into ground sleeves, powdercoated black finish
Concrete footing foundation sizes to be specified by engineer based on custom
net height and length
Custom designed systems - 14’-6” H x 180’ L shown above (dips to 12’H middle)

CBS

starting at $8,500
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

of high winds or when not in use



permanently attached vinyl coated galvanized steel cable on top and a MFP rope
border around entire net
Black anodized finish standard on posts (custom powder-coating available at
extra cost)

HBS-1

Multi-Sport BallStopper® (straight post)
 1-1/2” sq. knotless net stops all size sport balls,
except golf balls
 Pulley system to lower and raise nets (black
standard - other colors available)
 Synthetic treated netting has permanently
attached coated galvanized steel cable across
top, which reduces “net sag”
 Mill finish standard (custom powder-coating
also available for an additional cost)
 Standard 4” diameter straight aluminum posts
(6” - 8” diameter for 25’ and higher
models) install into provided ground sleeves

$31/linear foot
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

Multi-Sport BallStopper® (offset post)
 MBS-O models offers same features as the above
straight post models, except with 3’ offset are
installed out of field of play
 Recommended for use in conjunction with
existing fence
MBS-25 Model Shown
Vertical cable retainer
clamp (standard on all
MBS models), located
midway on end post,
ensures that the netting
protects for the full width
of the system.

MBS-10 (straight - 10’)
MBS-12 (straight - 12’)
MBS-15 (straight - 15’)
MBS-20 (straight - 20’)
MBS-25 (straight - 25’)
MBS-30 (straight - 30’)
MBS-35 (straight - 35’)
MBS-40 (straight - 40’)
MBS-O-20 (offset - 20’)
MBS-O-25 (offset - 25’)
MBS-O-30 (offset - 30’)

$36/linear foot
$41/linear foot
$52/linear foot
$61/linear foot
$71/linear foot
$83/linear foot
$100/linear foot
$115/linear foot
$68/linear foot
$84/linear foot
$110/linear foot

MBS-O Model Shown with
Optional Powder-coated Finish
Tensioned bottom &
end pole cables finish
the system neatly.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Portable BallStopper® Systems
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

NEW! 8-1/2’ Framed BallStopper® (self-standing)
 Sturdiest option for any style field from grass to artificial turf
 Accordian design base system allows for maximum stability in wind without the need for
sandbags or other weights

 Indiviual framed units allow for endless configurations to run drills and maximize flexibility
of system

 Synthetic UV-treated netting (1-1/2” sq.) within framed 8.5’ high x 15’ wide sections
 Light welded aluminum frame (2”o.d. x .145” wall) allows for ease of setup and/or moving,



Heavy duty steel base
with welded stainless
steel inserts - vinylcoated in safety yellow

Net attachment weave
welded around entire
frame for seamless net
installation

while ground bar stops ball from going under net
Black vinyl-coated frame clip adjoins frame posts
No hardware components, virtually maintenance free

HBS-3

$1,395/section

Net Frame Storage Cart
 Specially designed for off-season storage of up to




20 HBS-3 panels or 300 linear feet
All-aluminum frame features 8’ 6” uprights with “T”
caps to secure sections on both sides from falling
out
Four locakable 16” pneumatic, foam-filled casters
will provide years of maintenance-free use
Padded base prevents scuffing or slipping

NFSC-8.5

$3,285

Unloaded
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Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

Loaded

Portable BallStopper® Systems
10’ BallStopper® (self-standing)
 Perfect for artificial turf fields - no concrete or

AAE
Extended

8-Year





Limited
Warranty







digging required
Sections can be configured in different layouts
Ground bar stops ball from going under net
Fabricated of 2” square aluminum posts inserted
into fabricated aluminum bases
Synthetic UV-treated netting (1-1/2” sq. x 10’ high)
has coated galvanized steel cable across top
Stainless steel snaps permit netting to be lowered
easily after use or as required
Optional vinyl sandbags (specify yellow or white)
provide additional stability
Mill finish standard on uprights and bases
Custom powder-coating available

HBS-2

$51/linear foot

15’ BallStopper® (self-standing)
 Perfect for artificial turf fields - no concrete or








AAE
Extended

digging required
Sections can be configured in different layouts
4” round aluminum posts inserted into fabricated
6’-6” wide aluminum bases
Slotted ground bar with net clips eliminates any
balls from going under the net
Synthetic UV-treated netting (1-1/2” sq. x 15’ high)
has a vinyl-coated galvanized steel cable preattached to top of net
Pulley system with 316 stainless steel snaps
permit netting to be lowered easily after use or as
required (high winds)
Mill finish standard on uprights and bases
Custom powder-coating available

MBS-15-P

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

$95/linear foot

Vinyl Sandbags
 Fabricated with 18 oz. vinyl panels measuring



18” x 18” with heavy gauge zipper
Heavy duty canvas handles attached via Box-X
stitch method
Yellow is standard - also available in white

VSZ

$46/ea.

Base Weights
 Adds further stability to portable products in a



more seamless fashion
Aluminum construction guarantees no rusting
Optional 3” or 5” wide welded channel to fit
BallStopper® and Batting Tunnel portable bases

BW-80 (base weight - 80 lbs.)

$395/ea.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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Other BallStoppers & Accessories
AAE
Extended

8-Year
Limited
Warranty

SBS Model Shown

Soccer BallStopper® Systems
 Prevents ball interference between simultaneous soccer games or practices,



while also providing perimeter boundaries to safeguard against property
damage or bystander injury
Same benefits as MBS models, but at a reduced cost because larger knotless
netting (3-1/2” sq.) is designed for use with soccer balls only
Available in both straight and offset post models

SBS-20 (straight - 20’)
SBS-25 (straight - 25’)
SBS-30 (straight - 30’)
SBS-35 (straight - 35’)
SBS-40 (straight - 40’)
SBS-O-20 (offset - 20’)
SBS-O-25 (offset - 25’)
SBS-O-30 (offset - 30’)

PRODUCT
NEW! BallStopper®
Gate Net System

$56/linear foot
$66/linear foot
$78/linear foot
$95/linear foot
$110/linear foot
$61/linear foot
$78/linear foot
$100/linear foot

MBS-20/IF Model Shown

Multi-Sport (fence post)
 Heightens chain link fence, which reduces cost of net
 Utilize existing concrete footings (MBS/F) or integrate





into new fence footings (MBS/IF) and save on cost of pouring separate footings
for BallStopper® AND fence - creating a more streamlined appearance
MBS-20/F model has standard 20’ posts that bolt directly to fence posts with
custom couplings and galvanized steel hardware
MBS/IF models available in variety of heights, since footings will be engineered
to accommodate post height on a fresh install
Pulley system to lower and raise (see inset photo) UV-treated nylon 1-1/2” sq.
knotless net, which has permanently attached coated galvanized steel cable
across top to limit “net sag”
Mill finish standard (custom powder-coating also available at additional cost)

MBS-20/F
MBS-20/IF
MBS-25/IF
MBS-30/IF
MBS-35/IF

DESCRIPTION
MODEL
 Gain easier access thru your BallStopper System rather than walking around BGNS


entire perimeter
Using your existing net, this custom-sized door frame is fabricated to match
your BallStopper post specs

Upright Storage Cart

 Provides safe and organized storage for your BallStopper uprights
when removed for the off-season
 Welded aluminum frame maintains stability under heavy loads
 Optional hitch attachment can be connected to a gator or other utility

Break-away
Mechanism

 For high wind areas, break-away mechanisms allow net to break away from

vehicle for simple relocation or storage



posts thereby preventing damage to entire BallStopper System
Add corresponding rings to every net attachment point

 Mega Drum (32” dia. x 4’ H) w/ wheels stores 2,000 square feet of netting
 Jumbo Drum (41” dia. x 57” H) stores 4,000 square feet of netting
 Colossal Drum (70” dia. x 70” H) stores 10,000 square feet of netting
 Only available in yellow
foam is 78” high x 2” thick and available to fit any
BallStopper® Post Pads  Premium
diameter post, standard sizes are 2.5”, 4”, 6”, 8” I.D.
 Double-knife coated vinyl encasements with Velcro for easy install
 Sold individually in black, blue, brown, green, maroon, navy blue, orange,
Net Drums

purple, red, yellow & white

plugs fabricated of HDPE seal ground sleeves when posts are
Tamper-Proof Ground  Synthetic
removed
Sleeve Plugs
 Available in 2.50”, 4.35”, 6.35” and 8.33” diameters
 Tamper-proof design allows only authorized personnel to remove with our
Ground Sleeve Plug Removal Tool
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$65/linear foot
$60/linear foot
$85/linear foot
$95/linear foot
$115/linear foot

Visit AAEsports.com for product specials, drawings, videos & more

PRICE
$1,295

USC-10 (10’ posts - 52 max.)
USC-20 (20’ posts - 18 max.)
USC-30 (30’ posts - 15 max.)
USC-HA (hitch attachment)

$3,050
$4,495
$5,995
$495

BAM-10 (10’ high system)
BAM-20 (20’ high system)
BAM-30 (30’ high system)
BAM-40 (40’ high system)

$16/ea.
$23/ea.
$32/ea.
$40/ea.

MND-P/Y
JND-P/Y
CND-P/Y

$455
$995
$2,500

BPP-2.5 (2.5” I.D.)
BPP-4 (4” I.D.)
BPP-6 (6” I.D.)
BPP-8 (8” I.D.)
GSP-2.5 (2.5” dia.)
GSP-4.35 (4.35” dia.)
GSP-6.35 (6.35” dia.)
GSP-8.33 (8.33” dia.)
GSPRT (Removal Tool)

$265
$285
$315
$345
$19
$27
$37
$65
$37

Brand Identity
Extensive equipment customization options are key to augment your brand.
Chances are you have been hearing more and more about “brand identity” in recent
years, but here at AAE we have been manufacturing products to tie in with brand
identity for over 50 years. It began with our standard eight hurdle tube
colors along with matching logos on the boards and has expanded to a multitude of
AAE products offered in a broader color spectrum with custom decals or silkscreens.
While schools and universities throughout the country have become focused on
creating (or recreating) their public image, AAE has been keeping the pace. Now that
team uniforms are no longer the sole vehicle to communicate a sports program’s
identity, AAE is ready to colorize and logotize whatever equipment you need.

AAE is proud to partner with customers in their quest for the ultimate
equipment customization. Several of our product lines continue to be popular brand
identity agents: hurdles; batons; DONKEY® press boxes; sideline shelters; award
stands; team benches; field hockey bottomboards; football goal post pads; lacrosse
goals; high jump and pole vault landing pads; multi-purpose towers; removable
outfield walls; track and field surface savers; ShotStoppers; Uni-Body Scorer’s Tables
and windscreens. And we’re always willing to add more to that list.
Contact AAE to discuss the details of your school’s brand identity in conjunction with
your equipment needs.

Two-color powder-coated Award Baton
with custom silkscreen

Custom logo silkscreened onto board of Rocker Hurdle
with maroon riser tubes

Printed vinyl decal for navy blue powder-coated DONKEY Banner

Full color
printed
logo & gold
metallic vinyl
lettering on
Goal Post
Pad

Graphics
printed directly onto
Windscreen provides extreme
flexibility with image quality & coloring

8-Step Award Stand featuring red
powder-coated front panels
and custom printed
vinyl decal logo

Custom printed full vinyl wrap for DONKEY Banner

Field Hockey Goal Bottomboards get customized
with printed vinyl decal logo and lettering
Logo printed directly onto
Track Surface Saver

Two-color logo
silkscreened onto
8’ x 12’ panel of a
Pole Vault Top Pad

Custom printed vinyl
decals for side-by-side
orange powder-coated
Players’ Sideline Shelters
CONDITIONS OF SALE
Order Procedure

WARNING

Orders are accepted via AAEsports.com, phone, fax, mail or email. AAE accepts VISA, Master Card, American
Express and PayPal.

Acceptance
All orders are subject to acceptance by AAE. Please note there is a service charge of $10 for all orders less than $25.

Prices
All prices in this catalog are List Prices F.O.B. Royersford, PA, or shipping point unless otherwise quoted; however, it is AAE’s standard policy to
provide formal discounted quotes that include delivery. Prices are subject to change without notice, and do not include assembly or installation.

Loss or Damage in Transit
Prior to accepting a delivery, the buyer is responsible for examining all cartons for any damage, (visible or concealed), loss, or shortage. Any
discrepancies must be noted on the trucker’s delivery receipt prior to accepting the shipment. AAE would be happy to offer assistance in
handling any freight claim.

Return of Goods
Written authorization must be given by AAE in order to return any merchandise. A 15% re-stocking charge, in addition to incoming freight, will
be incurred.

AAE attempts to incorporate safety features in the design and construction of all our equipment. However, there are risks involved in
engaging in any athletic activity or competition and with the use of any athletic equipment. Some risks cannot be eliminated even with
the use of safety equipment, such as safety nets and other protective devices. Risks of injury, including possibly serious injury, permanent
paralysis or even death, will still be present from some athletic activities, even if all available safety equipment is used.
AAE does not guarantee freedom from injury or that the use of any of its safety or protective equipment will prevent injuries.
AAE assumes no responsibility for proper supervision, proper training, athletic conditioning, individual performances, external conditions,
vandalism, negligent maintenance, failure to follow directions, failure to refer to manuals, negligent or intentional actions of third persons
and other things over which AAE has no control.
AAE cautions all users:
(1) to use athletic equipment only under the supervision of qualified instructors;
(2) to use athletic equipment only for its intended purpose or purposes (refer to manual enclosed with the equipment, if applicable);
(3) to make certain that all parts of athletic equipment are present and have been properly installed (see manual, if applicable); and
(4) to inspect each item of athletic equipment before each use and to refrain from using the equipment if it has been damaged in any way.

Product Design
AAE reserves the right to make any changes or improvements in the design of our products at any time without prior notice.

Toll Free: 1-800-523-5471 • Fax: (610) 825-2378 • Online: AAEsports.com
Copyright © 2017 Aluminum Athletic Equipment Co. The AAE logo, DONKEY® and BallStopper® are registered trademarks of Aluminum Athletic Equipment Co. OmniColor® is a registered trademark of Syncrolite, L.P. Day-Glo®
is a registered trademark of Day-Glo Color Corp. NCAA® is a registered trademark of The National Collegiate Athletic Association. IAAF® is a registered trademark of International Association of Athletics Federations. USATF is a
registered trademark of USA Track & Field, Inc. NFL® is a registered trademark of the National Football League.

For questions and discount pricing, call 800.523.5471
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